
 

 

ABSTRACT 

GODA, KHUSHI. Optimal Mating Designs and Software for Monoecious Forest Tree Species 

Pinus taeda L. (Under the direction of Dr. Fikret Isik) 

 

Tree breeding programs have multiple goals, like managing genetic diversity (minimizing 

inbreeding depression) and maximizing genetic gain in multiple traits. Long-term management of 

these goals requires genetic information and computer algorithms to aid breeding objectives and 

selection. Software that optimizes breeding and selection decisions is essential to optimize 

confliction objectives in advanced breeding programs with deep pedigree.  

 

The following chapters will introduce methods and software to aid breeding and selection 

strategies utilizing simulated and empirical loblolly pine data: 

 

Chapter 1: The objective of this chapter is to introduce version one of the open-source 

optimal mating software called AgMate developed by me. The software optimizes mating to 

maximize genetic gain while managing inbreeding and coancestry for future generations in diploid 

monoecious species. This chapter also aims to characterize differences and similarities in the 

widely used mating methods and AgMate to make short-term and long-term selection decisions 

for monoecious species, using empirical and simulated loblolly pine pedigree-based data.  

 

Chapter 2: This chapter aims to validate the AgMate software by comparing it to widely 

used and powerful optimal mating software called MateSel. This chapter also reports the efficiency 

of using the advanced evolutionary differential evolution algorithm to optimize matings through 

selection, candidate contribution, and mate allocation for multiple factors like genetic gain, 

inbreeding, and coancestry simultaneously.  



 

 

 

Chapter 3: The objective of this chapter is to characterize differences and similarities in 

using pedigree vs. DNA markers to make short-term and long-term selection decisions for optimal 

mating of loblolly pine trees, a first of its kind. The chapter also outlines the improvement to the 

optimization methods in AgMate to utilize not only pedigree data but marker data too.  
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1.1 Abstract 

Breeding aims to optimize two crucial but contrasting goals of maximizing genetic gain 

while managing genetic diversity. In advanced generations breeding programs, this becomes a 

challenge in monoecious conifer tree species because they suffer from inbreeding depression. 

Developing an algorithm that maximizes genetic gain while maintaining genetic diversity for 

monoecious species is imperative. While methods and algorithms for animal breeding are well-

established, an efficient algorithm suited to monoecious species remains elusive. Towards this 

goal, we have adopted an evolutionary genetic algorithm, the Differential Evolution algorithm, to 

optimize mate pair designing in Pinus taeda L. (loblolly pine), a widely planted pine species in the 

southern USA. AgMate, is a multi-functional, completely automated optimization software for 

monoecious species. It utilizes genetic relationships and breeding values as input to create an 

optimal mating list. AgMate maximizes the genetic gain and minimizes the increase in average 

coancestry and inbreeding in the proposed progeny. In multiple cycles breeding scenarios, AgMate 

was more effective in optimizing mating lists than positive assortative mating and random mating 

in short-term and long-term settings. The framework and methods adapted for Pinus taeda are also 

relevant to the breeding of other monoecious species.  
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1.2 Introduction  

Forest tree breeding programs aim to maximize the genetic gain for a combination of traits 

while managing diversity to avoid rapid built-up of relatedness in the long-term (Isik & McKeand, 

2019). In conventional tree breeding programs breeding is conducted every year, using pedigree 

information of selections. The mate selection process becomes complex in advanced generations 

because it becomes a challenge to increase genetic gain while managing the coancestry. The 

exponential increase in the number of ancestors per generation and the limitation of finite 

population sizes in breeding programs reduce the ability to avoid mating between related 

individuals. The problem is selecting and matching new individuals each year that maximize 

genetic gain while avoiding a rapid increase in coancestry.  

 

Inbreeding is a critical issue in breeding programs, especially for conifer forest tree species. 

Numerous empirical studies indicate that conifer forest tree species suffer from high inbreeding 

levels, resulting in reduced fecundity, decreased growth, and low survival rate (Durel et al., 1996; 

Williams & Savolainen, 1996). Increased levels of inbreeding can lead to the reduced ability for 

survival and fertility of progeny in numerous organisms (Charlesworth & Willis, 2009), which 

translates into reduced genetic value and inbreeding depression (Falconer & Mackay, 1996; Lynch 

& Walsh, 1998). Conifers have been shown to have the highest estimated inbreeding depression 

in any group of organisms (Franklin, 1972; Hedrick et al., 1999; Remington & O’Malley, 2000). 

In a study on Pinus taeda, Ford et al. (2015) observed significant adverse effects of half-sib and 

full-sib matings on height and stem volume. About 60% reduction was observed in height growth 

for the selfed progeny compared to progeny of unrelated parents.  
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With finite population sizes in breeding programs, proper tools are necessary to manage 

relatedness and selection of mating partners that ensure the sustainability of long-term genetic gain 

in the population. Different strategies and methods can be applied to control the inbreeding level 

in out-crossed breeding programs. One such method is the optimum contribution (OC) 

(Meuwissen, 1997) selection that maximizes the genetic level under a constrained rate of 

inbreeding. In OC, the contribution of each selected candidate is optimized according to an index. 

This index is the coancestry among selected parents and the expected genetic value of future 

progeny. Selection based on OC results in higher genetic gain than selection based exclusively on 

the expected breeding value (Meuwissen & Sonesson, 1998). Several methods exist for the 

optimization of the optimum contribution problem. Lagrange multipliers (Meuwissen, 1997; 

Meuwissen & Sonesson, 1998), semidefinite programming (Pong-Wong & Woolliams, 2007), and 

evolutionary algorithms (Sørensen et al., 2008) are some examples.  

 

Several studies relating to forest tree breeding programs have shown the benefits of 

implementing optimum contribution with an optimization strategy to maximize genetic response 

with a controlled rate of inbreeding (Fernández & Toro, 2001; Hallander & Waldmann, 2009; Kerr 

et al., 1998). Semidefinite programming (SDP) provided the optimal solution that maximized 

genetic gain for any level of restriction imposed on the inbreeding (Pong-Wong & Woolliams, 

2007). A faster version of semidefinite programming, called second-order cone programming 

(SOCP), solved the problem of the long computation time required by the SDP (Yamashita et al., 

2018). An evolutionary algorithm, like the differential evolution algorithm (DE) (Storn & Price, 

1997), is a robust optimization algorithm that provides similar optimal solutions. 
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The DE algorithm has been adopted as a mate selection tool, where selection and mate pair 

decisions are made simultaneously (Kinghorn & Shepherd, 1999; Kinghorn et al., 1999). 

Numerous works studied the effectiveness of mate selection in maximizing genetic gain while 

controlling for inbreeding levels in future progeny (Carvalheiro et al., 2010; Isik & McKeand, 

2019; Kerr et al., 2015; Yoshida et al., 2017). DE can easily optimize numerous constraints when 

planning a mating design, a property often absent in other algorithms (Price et al., 2006). In a 

recent study, modifications to preselection and mate selection algorithms successfully helped 

manage the rate of increase in average coancestry over time when planning future mating designs 

for overlapping generations in forest trees (Kerr et al., 2015). Since these are both contribution and 

optimization algorithms, they can be effectively used to design optimal matings using pedigree 

and genomic-based relationships (Schierenbeck et al., 2011). Isik and McKeand (2019) showed 

the effectiveness of using DE designed for animal breeding in planning the 4th cycle of Pinus 

taeda breeding. A moderate balance between genetic gain and parental coancestry scenario 

suggested that 63% of the genetic gain observed for the 4th cycle only resulted in a slight increase 

in the inbreeding level. However, the freely available programs designed for animal breeding are 

not well-suited for designing matings of monoecious conifers tree species. Though a licensed 

version of MateSel software based on the DE algorithm is powerful and can handle the bisexual 

species in mating designs as well as can utilize DNA markers in breeding decisions (Kinghorn 

2011).  

 

The motivation of the this study was to have a free and easy-to-use software that can handle 

the entire analysis, including the completion of the pedigree, creation of relationship matrices, 
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candidate selection, candidate contribution optimization, and mate pair designing to provide an 

optimal mating list in the end. 

 

The specific objectives of the study were to 1) introduce a computational pipeline designed 

for optimal mating design of monoecious species, applying compact second-order cone 

programming (SOCP) and Differential Evolution (DE) optimization methods to maximize genetic 

gain while controlling inbreeding in future breeding populations, and 2) compare the DE optimal 

mating designs with positive assortative mating (PAM) designs and random mating (RM) designs 

in short-term and long-term setting, and 3) use empirical data from Pinus taeda under different 

scenarios to explore effects on inbreeding for long-term selection. 

 

1.3 Materials and Methods 

1.3.1 AgMate: An Optimal Mating for Monoecious Species Software 

We developed a multi-functional automated software, AgMate (Goda, 2022), to handle the 

entire breeding optimization process. The overview and methodology of the software are outlined 

in Figure 1.1. We discuss the processes present as functionalities in the software in depth below. 

Many of the processes mentioned below are automated and require minimal user inputs. The 

software is written in R entirely, and the ShinyApp version is available here: 

https://khushigoda.shinyapps.io/AgMate/. Detailed R code is available at 

https://github.com/khushigoda/AgMate.  
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1.3.2 Empirical data set as starting population 

A data set of 962 candidates was created from the third cycle of the Pinus taeda breeding 

population from the North Carolina State University Cooperative Tree Improvement Program. 

Stem volume, stem straightness, and incidence of fusiform rust disease were used to create an 

index (henceforth called estimated breeding value, EBV) for each candidate by putting 

proportional weights on the traits of interest (Isik & McKeand, 2019). The 962 candidates with 

their parental information and EBVs, served as the starting population for the entire analysis. No 

candidate had an EBV value of less than or equal to 1. The input file for the AgMate software is a 

CSV file with four columns: Candidate ID, Parent 1, Parent 2, and EBV.  

 

1.3.3 Simulated data set for long-term analysis 

A recursive strategy (Figure 1.2) was designed to simulate breeding cycles over multiple 

generations for the long-term analysis of the optimal mate pair designing. Each cycle involved the 

process of candidate selection, candidate contribution optimization, and mate pair designing. With 

the 962 candidates as the starting population (Cycle 0), 1000 mate pairs were designed for each 

cycle. Thirty progenies were simulated for each designed mate pair to create a pool for the 

following candidate selection. To simulate the 30 progenies for each recommended mate pair, 

EBVs were randomly generated using the mean EBV of both candidate parents in the designed 

mate pair, commonly called the mid-parent value (Galton, 1889), and a pre-determined constant 

variance of EBV. The variance of EBV was decided from the starting candidate population of 962 

candidates, i.e., 𝝈𝟐 = 𝟒. 𝟗𝟐. The best 1000 individuals, one individual from each designed mate 

pair with the highest simulated EBV, were selected as the candidates for the next cycle of selection 

and mating, mimicking a truncation selection. To run the AgMate software for subsequent cycles, 
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input files were auto-generated for these candidates in a CSV file with four columns: Candidate 

ID, Parent 1, Parent 2, and Simulated EBV. To simplify the simulations, the breeding cycles were 

considered non-overlapping, where only the proposed progeny became the candidates for the next 

cycle, and no parents from previous cycles were allowed to be candidates in the following cycles. 

This process was repeated for ten complete cycles. 

 

1.3.4 Auto-completion of the candidate list pedigree 

The auto-completion process works by referencing the candidate list to a database or 

reference list. We used the North Carolina State University Cooperative Tree Improvement 

Program database called TIPRoot (NCSU TIP 60th Annual Report, Anonymous 2016) to 

autocomplete the pedigree of the candidate list. A reference list consisting of all the individuals 

and their ancestral pedigree was created from the TIPRoot. Auto-completion is an iterative process 

that uses a quick search method to look up an individual in the reference list and gets all the 

individual's ancestral pedigree information. It starts with the candidates in the input file and 

continues deep into the pedigree until all the candidates’ last known ancestors (founders) are found. 

The candidate IDs must match the individual IDs on the reference list. In addition to completing 

the candidates’ pedigree information, the pedigree is also ordered such that the parents always 

precede the progeny through a quick sorting method. A completed and ordered pedigree is often a 

requirement for any downstream analysis involving optimization and selection of breeding. The 

selected candidates' complete and ordered pedigree is created and output as a CSV file with four 

columns: Candidate ID, Parent 1, Parent 2, and EBV. For parents without an EBV value, zeros are 

filled in. The completed candidate pedigree file is ready to use for further downstream analysis. 
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1.3.5 Auto-calculation of numerator relationship matrix 

The numerator relationship matrix (A), also known as the additive genetic relationship 

matrix, provides information about the coancestry, 𝜽 (Wright, 1922) between any two candidates, 

and the inbreeding, 𝑭𝒙 level of each candidate (Falconer & Mackay, 1996). The completed and 

ordered pedigree, where all the parentage information is provided, and the parents precede the 

progeny, is necessary to calculate the A matrix. R package AGHmatrix (Amadeu et al., 2016) was 

used to derive the A matrices in the AgMate software. Henderson's (1976) recursive method 

described in Mrode (2014) was used to compute the A matrices for diploid candidates’ complete 

pedigree data with information about individuals and their parents. Based on the relatedness 

observed from the A matrix, constraints were set on the coancestry to inhibit related candidates 

from mating with each other. The coancestry between full sibs is usually 0.25 if no previous 

inbreeding and relationship exist. Likewise, the expected coancestry between half-sibs is 0.125. 

Since Pinus taeda breeding consists of a limited number of crosses generally ranging from 200 to 

400 (Isik & McKeand, 2019) and given the large pool of selection candidates, it was deemed 

appropriate to restrict the coancestry to be less than 0.125 (i.e. 𝜽 < 0.125). For example, for 

candidates i and j, in the A matrix if 𝒂𝒊𝒋 was more than 0.25 the candidates i and j were not allowed 

to mate.  Note that the A matrix non-diagonal values are 𝒂𝒊𝒋 = 𝟐𝜽. This stringent constraint of not 

allowing any half-sibs or more highly related candidates to mate with each other helps ensure the 

long-term management of inbreeding. Additionally, a candidate was not allowed to pair with itself 

due to the severe effects of inbreeding on Pinus taeda, resulting in inbreeding depression (Ford et 

al., 2015). 
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1.3.6 Auto-calculation of permission matrix 

A binary permission matrix was created based on the relatedness between candidates, 

which dictated whether candidates were allowed or not allowed to mate. The decision was based 

on the constraint on the coancestry of two candidates at 0.125. The matrix was filled with 0’s or 

1’s based on the coancestry of candidates indicated in the A matrix. If the coancestry between two 

candidates was below 0.125, a 1 value was filled in the matrix which defines mating between the 

two candidates as permitted. A 0 value implies that a mate pairing cannot be allowed between the 

candidates. The permission matrix ensures constraints of relatedness cut-off between candidates, 

and no selfing is enforced. Instead of the A matrix, this permission matrix is referenced when mate 

pair optimizing decisions are made in the following steps. The binary matrix helps to reduce the 

computation time required to check constraints when creating the optimized mating list.  

 

1.3.7 Optimal contribution optimization 

The second-order cone programming (SOCP), more specifically compactSOCP developed 

by Yamashita et al. (2018), was used to optimize the contributions from candidates. Optimizing 

the contributions of candidates helps to maximize the total genetic gain (as EBVs) by determining 

the selection of candidates to contribute to the next generation under genetic diversity (as 

coancestry) constraints (Meuwissen, 1997). The exact number of mate pairs to be made for 

individual candidates can be determined by optimizing each candidate's contributions. Selection 

of the optimal contributions as a compactSOCP optimization problem is given as follows.  

 

𝐦𝐚𝐱            ∶ (𝑨−𝟏𝒈)𝑻 𝒚                                    𝑬𝒒. 𝟏. 𝟏 

𝐬𝐮𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭 𝐭𝐨 ∶  (𝑨−𝟏𝒆)𝑻𝒚 = 𝟏   
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                        𝒍 ≤ 𝑨−𝟏𝒚 ≤ 𝒖  

                       𝒚𝑻𝑨−𝟏𝒚/𝟐 ≤ 𝜽 

 

where 𝒈 is the vector of estimated breeding values, 𝑨−𝟏 is the inverse of the A matrix, 𝒚 

is the vector of the contribution of candidates, 𝒆 is a vector of ones, and 𝒍 and 𝒖 define the upper 

and lower bounds of individual candidate contributions. The group coancestry (Cockerham, 

1967) of the contributions was calculated with the formula 𝒚𝑻𝑨−𝟏𝒚, and 𝒚𝑻𝑨−𝟏𝒚/𝟐 ≤ 𝜽 keeps 

the average coancestry, 𝜽, under the desired level. SOCP is a convex optimization that 

maximizes a linear objective function over linear constraints and second-order cone constraints, 

resulting in an exact optimal solution to the selection problem (Eq. 1). The above optimization 

problem can be converted to compactSOCP formulations. OPSEL (Mullin, 2017a) utilizes a 

freeware solver package called ECOS (Domahidi et al., 2013) to solve the compactSOCP 

formulations.  

 

OPSEL, was used to determine how many times each candidate individual should be used 

in the mating design. The input file for OPSEL is a completed candidate pedigree CSV file with 

six columns: Candidate ID, Parent 1, Parent 2, EBV, Max, Min. For each of the ten cycles, the 

candidate list contribution optimization parameters set in OPSEL were the same. The minimum 

number of uses for each candidate to be mated was set to 1, and the maximum number of uses for 

each candidate was set to 500. Having a high number of maximum contributions allowed OPSEL 

flexibility to optimize the selection of candidates more. Individuals not part of the candidates to 

be selected had EBV, Max, and Min field values set to zero. Census size, i.e., the number of 

genotypes in the selected population, was set to 2000 (to get 1000 mate pairs). Constraint on 
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diversity for the selected population was specified by group coancestry cut-off of 0.125. The 

resulting optimal contribution solution by OPSEL is a CSV file with the original contents of the 

input CSV file and additional fields of frequency of contributions from each candidate as whole 

numbers and the proportion of contribution from each candidate to the total census size of the 

selected population. OPSEL only outputs how many times a candidate should be mated to 

maximize the genetic gain while maintaining the desired level of relatedness in the resulting 

population. It does not provide any solutions on optimization of mating like which candidate 

should be mated to which other candidates.  

 

1.3.8 Optimization of matings: Differential Evolution 

The differential evolution (DE) algorithm was applied to create an optimal mating list 

(Storn & Price, 1997). While the applications and framework of differential evolution algorithm 

are outlined in Carvalheiro et al. (2010), Isik & McKeand (2019), Kerr et al. (2015), Kinghorn, 

(2011), Kinghorn & Shepherd (1999), and Yoshida et al. (2017). Here we described the changes 

performed to adapt the algorithm for monoecious species like Pinus taeda. The major issues with 

these developed methods were that they were adapted for species with male and female sexes. 

AgMate introduces essential steps like the permission matrix, the mating matrix’s redesign, and 

additional checks to adapt the advanced DE optimization algorithm to monoecious species.   

 

Candidate selection and the number of contributions per candidate are decided by the 

compactSOCP algorithm (explained above). According to the number of contributions of 

individual candidates, the candidate list is expanded such that there are duplications of candidates; 

each contribution gets a specific mention. For example, if a candidate has three contributions, the 
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candidate will now be present thrice in the candidate list, with each instance of the candidate being 

used only once. This ensures that only the candidates to be mated are represented in the mating 

matrix and that each candidate with minimum use of more than or equal to one is mated. To initiate 

the mate allocation process, each candidate in the expanded candidate list is assigned a ranking 

criterion (Kinghorn, 2011), i.e., a random real number. The list is ranked based on this ranking 

criterion. This number has no link to the candidate’s breeding value or fitness. A mating matrix is 

designed with the expanded candidate list, where the rows and columns are identical, avoiding the 

need for distinction and division into male and female sex groups.  

 

Decisions regarding allowed mate pairing are based on the permission matrix (explained 

above). An initial mating list is created by allocating the best-ranked candidate, based on the 

ranking criterion, to the first available candidate that it has permission to mate with, and this 

process continues down the list till all the required mate pairs are created (Gondro & Kinghorn, 

2008; Kerr et al., 2015). The DE optimization process then works iteratively to search the entire 

search space to create numerous such mating lists before finding the optimal mating list. DEoptim 

(Mullen et al., 2011), an R package, was incorporated into the AgMate software to run the DE 

analysis. Additional checks ensure that no two mate pairs are repeated (i.e., no full-sibs progeny) 

and the total number of mate pairs is adhered to. The robustness of the mating lists is evaluated 

based on an objective function. DE aims to find an optimal solution to the objective function. 

 

By putting constraints on the relatedness of the mates (i.e., no full-sibs progeny or selfing 

allowed), a mating list is created, which allows for predicted genetic gain from the mate pairs to 
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be maximized and the future progeny inbreeding level to be minimized. As suggested by Kinghorn 

(1999), an objective function was used. 

 

𝑰𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒙 = 𝒙′𝑮 + 𝒘𝟏
𝒙′𝑨 𝒙

𝟐
+  𝒘𝟐�̅�  𝑬𝒒. 𝟏. 𝟐 

 

where 𝒙 is the contribution vector of the parents, 𝑮 is a vector of the parent's estimated 

breeding values (EBVs), 𝐀 is the numerator relationship matrix derived from pedigree, and �̅� is 

the mean inbreeding coefficient in progeny. 𝒙′𝑮 gives the total genetic gain expected from the 

progeny, 
𝐱′𝐀𝐱

𝟐
 is the coancestry of selected parents, and 𝒘𝟏and 𝒘𝟐 are negative weights applied to 

coancestry and progeny inbreeding, respectively. The negative weights penalize mating lists with 

high progeny inbreeding levels and parental coancestry, resulting in the mating list having a low 

score value. The score value is a numerical score for the mating list produced by the objective 

function. When DE runs, it scores every mating list based on the Eq 1.2. Thus, through the 

recursive DE algorithm, after searching the entire search space for possible mating lists and 

ranking them based on their score value, only the highest-ranking mating list which satisfies all 

constraints will be selected as the optimal mating list. The final output lists mate pairs with 

expected mid-parent breeding values and inbreeding levels for each suggested progeny. 

 

1.3.9 Positive assortative mating (PAM)  

In positive assortative mating (PAM) (Rosvall, 1999; Rosvall & Mullin, 2003), candidates 

are ranked based on their breeding values, and the first best performing candidate is mated with 

the next best performing candidate subject to a constraint on coancestry. Suppose the candidates 

break the constraint, then the candidate is mated with the next best performing candidate, and so 
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on until the last candidate is mated. XDesign (Mullin, 2017b) was used to create the PAM mating 

list. The input for XDesign is a CSV file of the candidate list with their EBV, completed and 

ordered pedigree, and the expected number of contributions. The expected number of contributions 

is optimized using OPSEL (explained above). The total number of mate pairs designed is half of 

the total number of contributions since two candidates are needed for each mate pair.  

 

XDesign first ranks the candidates by their EBV. XDesign follows PAM and allocates mate 

pairs by starting at the top of this list and pairing the next available candidate with the first one. 

No mate pairs are selfs or reciprocal crosses initially. When making these mate pairs, XDesign 

ignores relatedness between candidates. Once all the candidates are mate paired according to their 

contributions, XDesign reviews the mate pairs, starting at the top again, and checks if the mate 

pair satisfies the coancestry constraint (𝜽 < 𝟎. 𝟏𝟐𝟓). If the mate pair breaks the coancestry 

constraint, the mate pair is reevaluated. Another candidate who would fulfill the coancestry 

constraint is looked for from lower in the candidate list to replace the lower ranking candidate in 

the mate pair. If successful in finding a better mate, there is a swap. If none are found, the mate 

pair is left as is. The re-evaluation of the mate pairs, starting from the top, continues till all mate 

pairs are verified, and necessary swaps are made. The output is a mating list of candidates to be 

mate paired, their mid-parent value now as their EBV, and the coancestry between the parents. 

Starting with 962 candidates as the base population, ten complete cycles with simulated data (see 

simulated data sets for the long-term analysis above and Figure 1.2) were analyzed to create the 

optimal mating lists for each cycle using PAM. XDesign and PAM are not part of the automated 

AgMate software currently.  
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1.3.10 Random mating (RM) 

In random mating, no constraints were placed on coancestry or breeding values of 

individuals. The candidate selection and contribution were entirely random processes. For the 

long-term mating and selection analysis, 2000 individuals were randomly selected from the 

candidate list with repetition, and 1000 mate pairs were randomly generated to provide the mating 

list. This mating list was then compared to the mating lists designed by above mentioned two 

methods. Random mating was run using a separate R script (not part of AgMate software).  

 

1.4 Results and Discussion 

1.4.1 Auto-completion of pedigree 

The AgMate software successfully completed and ordered the full pedigree of candidates 

by referencing the database and calculating the necessary distribution statistics. The completed 

pedigree had 1073 individuals for the initial population of 962 candidates (Cycle 0). The average 

EBV, average coancestry coefficient, and average inbreeding coefficient of the full pedigree of the 

candidate list were 3.9, 0.0015, and 0.0003, respectively. A check of the completed pedigree by 

referencing the TIProot database showed no incorrect or missing information. Completed pedigree 

statistics of subsequent candidate lists for long-term analysis are also shown in Figure 1.3. Every 

cycle of mate pair design added approximately 1000 new candidates to the pedigree. Since each 

candidate was always used once, the total number of individuals in the completed pedigree was 

cumulative. At the end of cycle 10, the completed pedigree, consisting of candidates and proposed 

progenies from all cycles, was approximately 11073.  
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Pedigree errors could be prevalent in forest tree breeding programs because of their long 

logistically complex breeding cycles (Isik 2014). This is also the case in animal breeding. Realized 

genomic relationships obtained from SNP markers have shown that the frequency of misidentified 

sires in pedigrees can be as high as 13.9% (Wiggans et al., 2012). With the advancement of 

breeding programs globally, each breeding program now has an enormous amount of information 

about its breeding population, often in databases. We took advantage of this resource by cross-

referencing the database to automatically fill in the missing information and complete the pedigree 

for the candidate list. Through this process, parentage errors in manually curated candidate lists 

can be avoided, which plays a crucial role in mate pair designing since the selection of mate pairs 

depends on candidates' relatedness. A completed and ordered pedigree is often a requirement for 

any downstream analysis involving prediction of breeding values, optimization, and selection for 

breeding. The automation of this crucial step is imperative for a long-term high-end optimal mate 

designing software. Implementation of this functionality is needed to keep the database updated 

too.  

 

1.4.2 Long-term analysis 

Each cycle of long-term analysis mimicked each generation’s breeding cycle, with a 

selection of candidates, mate pair designing, phenotyping (in this case simulating) multiple 

progenies, and selection of new candidates from the best performing progenies. Simulation of 30 

progenies following a variance of 4.92 (starting population variance) around the mid-parent value 

for each proposed mate pair was required to ensure the smooth running of the long-term analysis. 

Cycle with candidates without adjusting the simulated progenies failed to run after two or three 

cycles because of depreciated variance (data not shown). Each candidate was used at least once to 
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ensure a balance of diversity in the long term, and a thousand mate pairs were proposed for each 

cycle. Figure 1.3 shows the results from ten cycles of optimal selection and mating of the 

candidates. With finite population sizes, breeding programs need to make selection and mating 

decisions with long-term goals in mind. However, according to our knowledge, no software exists 

to help with long-term mating optimization for monoecious species, such as Pinus taeda. The 

ability of the long-term analysis with the AgMate software helps breeders observe the population 

changes in the long term and consider how their mating decisions affect the diversity in the 

population generations later. By knowing how the selection and mating decisions in the current 

cycle affect the breeding population down the road, breeders can change their current mate pair 

decisions and better manage the genetic gain versus the inbreeding in the future. 

 

1.4.3 Sparse matrix and time reduction 

The inclusion of a sparse permission matrix is beneficial in reducing the run-time for the 

analysis. This process is helpful when the A matrix size increases over time as the number of 

generations progresses and the size of the complete pedigree increases. By the end of cycle 10, the 

total number of individuals in the full pedigree is tens of thousands. The resultant A (n x n) matrix 

for this proportion of individuals will incur a high computation cost on the algorithm, especially 

when it needs to be referenced repeatedly in the software. Converting the A matrix to a binary 

sparse permission matrix helps alleviate this computation cost with no loss of information. 

Yamashita et al. (2018), proved the efficacy of using a sparse matrix to reduce computation time. 

Improvement from inverse A matrix to sparse inverse A matrix in the second-order cone 

programming (SOCP) algorithm, for a pedigree of size 15,222, resulted in a 98% reduction in the 

total time for the formulations (Yamashita et al., 2018). The performance of AgMate software with 
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and without permission matrix was not tested given the prevalence of proof in the literature that 

sparse matrices improve computation time substantially.  

 

1.4.4 Performance results comparison between optimization methods 

For ease of understanding, analysis with the three different methods will be referenced by 

the main optimization algorithms instead of the software used. AgMate software is referenced by 

DE but incorporates the entire software process outlined above, including the candidate 

contribution decision by OPSEL. PAM refers to the optimization by OPSEL and XDesign. RM 

refers to the random mating method only. The mating list, a list of proposed progenies and their 

parents without full pedigree, is derived using three algorithms - PAM, DE, and RM. The input 

into these algorithms is the completed pedigree of candidates with their breeding values and the 

optimal contributions derived from OPSEL. All the candidates were used at least once in DE and 

PAM scenarios. About 1000 resulting mate pairs are proposed by all three mating algorithms each 

cycle. Note that the parameters for the mating lists in Figure 1.3 are calculated for the complete 

pedigree of the mating list. Overall, DE outperformed both PAM and RM for the breeding goals 

of maximizing genetic gains while minimizing the increase in inbreeding and coancestry over ten 

cycles (Figure 1.3). 

 

1.4.5 Inbreeding level management through DE, PAM, and RM 

DE was more effective in controlling inbreeding in the proposed mating lists over ten 

cycles, as evidenced by the minor increase per cycle in the average inbreeding coefficient values 

(Figure 1.3). Inbreeding levels for cycle 1 were similar for DE and PAM at 0.0002 and reduced 

from 0.0003 inbreeding level of cycle 0. However, inbreeding levels in cycle 2 increased by 0.0207 
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for PAM but only increased by 0.0004 for DE. This resulted from most of the mate pairs designed 

by PAM breaking the average parental coancestry constraints of 0.125 (Figure 1.4). Inbreeding 

accumulates exponentially in finite breeding populations. PAM had the highest inbreeding 

coefficient (0.0874) at the end of cycle 10 compared to 0.0761 for DE and 0.00418 for RM (Figure 

1.3). Even though RM had the lowest increase in the inbreeding levels at the end of ten cycles, 

RM is not an effective method to implement as it fails to increase genetic gain, another essential 

goal for breeding programs (discussed further later). In the longer run, DE will far outweigh PAM 

in the management of the inbreeding. The higher increase in inbreeding levels in PAM would have 

detrimental effects on the genetic diversity in breeding programs. The long-term analysis is 

essential to observe the workings of different methods. If we were to observe just a short-term 

analysis, which is only one cycle, i.e., cycle 0 to cycle 1, no difference in the inbreeding levels of 

proposed matings by DE and PAM would be observed.  

 

1.4.6 Constraining the average coancestry with DE, PAM, and RM 

Management of coancestry is crucial for breeding programs to ensure genetic diversity is 

maintained in the long run. This can only be done through designing mate pairs between unrelated 

or loosely related individuals. Mating between related individuals can cause inbreeding depression 

in conifer forest trees (Ford et al., 2015). Figure 1.4 gives the count of proposed mate pairs with 

an average parental coancestry of more than or equal to 0.125. DE’s strict regulations on 

controlling the relatedness between selected candidates ensure no proposed mate pair breaks the 

coancestry constraint.  
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On the contrary, PAM fails to uphold the coancestry constraint as it allows mate pairing 

between two related individuals and self-crossing. A total of 50% of the designed mate pairs by 

PAM broke the coancestry constraint in the second cycle. At the end of ten cycles, the average 

coancestry for full pedigree increased to 0.0842 for DE while it increased to 0.0908 for PAM 

(Figure 1.3). One caveat of strict adherence to constraints of coancestry and the number of 

contributions for each candidate by DE is that when the optimization method fails to find mate 

pairs that meet these criteria, it fails to create the total number of desired mate pairs. For cycle 1, 

DE only proposed 955 mate pairs instead of the 1000 desired mate pairs (Figure 1.4). Mate pairing 

between related individuals was recommended for every cycle of RM in the long-term test (Figure 

1.4); however, it performed considerably better in managing average coancestry over the long run 

(Figure 1.3). The average group coancestry of the breeding population increases as more related 

individuals are mated, increasing the average inbreeding in the progeny population. Genetic 

homozygosity also increases over time, causing the loss of genetic diversity.  

 

Rosvall and Mullin (2003) showed that PAM with selection restrictions on group 

coancestry could be used to effectively design matings to manage genetic diversity in the long run. 

However, they noted that it was important to review the design output when thresholds for 

coancestry between parents are specified, as there can be situations where PAM cannot wholly 

satisfy the threshold. When PAM fails to observe the given coancestry threshold, it can propose 

mate pairs between highly related individuals and, in extreme cases, even selfs, this can be seen in 

our long-term analysis (Figure 1.4). The authors suggested manual parent swaps as a solution to 

this issue, among other solutions like increasing the threshold level of coancestry and making the 

contribution frequencies of the parents more equal. However, this is only manageable when one 
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or two proposed mate pairs break the constraints. When 50% of the proposed mate pairs break the 

constrain as observed in cycle 2 (Figure 1.4), it can be prohibitively difficult to modify the list. In 

this case, PAM may fail to effectively generate an optimized mating list.  

 

1.4.7 DE maximizes genetic gain compared to PAM and RM 

DE far exceeded PAM and RM methods in optimizing the mating list. The genetic gain 

was 5-fold for DE, whereas only 3-fold for PAM. The average EBVs were 38.5, 36.6, and 26.7 for 

DE, PAM, and RM, respectively (Figure 1.3). The lack of substantial difference between the 

average EBVs of DE and PAM is because of the same number of contributions for the candidates 

decided by OPSEL. Even with the identical number of candidates' contributions given to DE and 

PAM for the analysis, DE outperformed PAM to optimize mate allocation in the long run. Another 

reason for the similarity between PAM and DE mean EBV was the limited relatedness between 

individuals in the starting population. Only five candidates in the starting population of 962 

candidates had an inbreeding coefficient of more than zero. A future direction would be to test out 

how the distribution of the starting population affects the long-term analysis and how different 

optimization methods fare. A deeper pedigree with more relatedness would help substantially 

differentiate the effectiveness of DE and PAM optimization methods. Even with the similarities 

mentioned above, DE was most effective in achieving the goals of breeding programs, i.e., 

maximizing genetic gain while keeping the increase in the inbreeding levels and average 

coancestry to the minimum. DE will substantially outperform PAM when the conditions are not 

so similar. RM failed to produce a competitive increase in EBV. Since there is no selection of 

candidates for genetic gain, RM is expected to fail to meet this goal.  
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1.4.8 Moving towards overlapping generations instead of discrete generations 

The analysis here focuses on discrete generations, i.e., there was no overlap of candidates 

between different cycles. Over ten cycles, even with varying optimization methods, there is a limit 

to the conservation of coancestry and the maximizing of genetic gain. Over time in finite 

populations, the individuals from the same family tend to be repeatedly used. The best performing 

individuals are usually from the same family, for example, parents and their progeny; this narrows 

the diversity in the selection population. Use of overlapping generations or rolling breeding 

strategies (Kerr et al., 2015), where new individuals are introduced to the population, or individuals 

from past breeding cycles, preferable unused, are mixed in the candidate lists, would help increase 

the diversity of the breeding population and result in better management of inbreeding levels and 

coancestry in the resulting mating populations.  

 

1.4.9 Moving towards more genomic-based approaches 

AgMate relies on pedigree-based genetic relationships to find the optimal mating list. This 

pedigree-based approach has several limitations like the absence of accounting for Mendelian 

sampling variation (Hill & Weir, 2011) and linkage disequilibrium caused by selection (Smith & 

Haigh, 1974). The pedigree’s correctness and completeness determine the quality of the analysis 

(Oliehoek & Bijma, 2009) as the coefficients of relatedness like the inbreeding coefficient are 

entirely estimated using these known pedigrees (Wright, 1922). Later, more genomic approaches 

have been proposed to calculate the inbreeding coefficients, e.g. through single nucleic 

polymorphisms (SNPs) (Caballero & Toro, 2002) and through runs of homozygosity (ROH) 

(Howard et al., 2017).  
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In this study, inbreeding coefficients were calculated with respect to the starting population 

of 962 candidates. Since it was not a complete pedigree, 111 individuals were added to the pedigree 

after the auto-completion step from the TIPRoot database. While the TIPRoot database was used 

to complete the pedigree, and all the missing information is added in, it does not rule out the 

possibility that the recorded pedigree in the database can be inaccurate, not deep enough, and 

incomplete. This results in underestimating the inbreeding coefficient (Rodríguez-Ramilo et al., 

2019). As such, moving towards DNA markers-based genetic relationships estimation approaches 

would be the next logical advancement to deal with the shortcomings of pedigree-based 

approaches. The addition of calculation of SNP-by-SNP-based and ROH-based estimates and 

designing mate pairs based on this genomic information would be an essential addition to AgMate 

software. Comparing these three approaches (pedigree, SNP-by-SNP, ROH) would shed light on 

the robustness of pedigree-based approaches and the effectiveness of advanced genomic-based 

approaches.  

 

1.4.10 Moving towards advanced and automated software 

Optimization plays a crucial role in helping transverse the big data we have today, and by 

adhering to constraints we deem important ensures optimal solutions are found. With the vast leaps 

of advancements in traditional and genetic breeding practices, optimization algorithms are 

essential to prevent the wastage of resources. Failure to adhere to established quantitative genetics 

measures can have detrimental effects on the breeding population, genetic gain, and genetic 

diversity. Unlike animal breeding, the sex is not as distinct for monoecious species. Little is 

explored for optimal mating in monoecious species. With an abundance of optimization algorithms 

present, it is essential to adopt these algorithms for monoecious species breeding and scientifically 
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prove the effectiveness of these methodologies. We aimed to show the efficacy of using second-

order cone programming and differential evolution optimization methods to create next-generation 

breeding populations for Pinus taeda. By comparing it to other widely used practices, like positive 

assortative mating and random mating, we hope to shed light on the need to move ahead and use 

more advance and effective methods. Additionally, we introduce the one-stop computational 

software, AgMate. The prominence of artificial intelligence today paints the future of breeding 

programs. Drones phenotype the loblolly pine trees, machines check pine flowers and shoot them 

with pollen, data collected automatically updated in the database, and advanced artificial 

intelligence algorithms plan the next cycle of selection, calculate the breeding values, and optimize 

the mating list. The software developed here is a small steppingstone to this future. 

 

1.5 Conclusion 

In this study, we showed the efficacy of using second-order cone programming and 

differential evolution optimization methods to create mating lists over ten generations for Pinus 

taeda, a monoecious species. We also introduced the easy-to-use and accessible computational 

software AgMate as a steppingstone for intelligent software. By comparing AgMate to other 

widely used practices in long-term settings, like random mating and positive assortative mating, 

we established the effectiveness and need for advanced optimization methods. We observed that 

AgMate, by adopting SOCP and DE, designed mating lists that outweighed PAM and RM in 

maximizing genetic gain while minimizing the increase in coancestry and inbreeding. AgMate is 

easy to use. However, the software has considerable limitations compared to widely used software 

in animal breeding. Improvement of AgMate software is subject of current research.      
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Figure 1.1:  

Schematic outline of AgMate: An Optimal Mating for Monoecious Species Software. The 

database serves as the reference. The pedigree is automatically completed and ordered for 

preparing the candidate list input file. The numerator relationship matrix is calculated for the 

complete pedigree. All possible mate pairs are searched and compared using a differential 

evolution algorithm to produce numerous mating lists. These mating lists are evaluated based on 

an objective function that considers the total expected genetic gain from progeny, the mean 

inbreeding levels in progeny, and the coancestry between the selected parents. The best ranking 

mating list that satisfies all constraints is chosen as the optimal list. 
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Figure 1.2:  

Detailed outline of the recursive long-term analysis for AgMate (DE), XDesign (PAM), 

and random mating (RM) optimization algorithms. Starting population is 962 candidates, auto-

completion creates full pedigrees of the population, A matrix is created to aid the selection and 

contribution optimization process of the candidates through compactSOCP. Mating lists of 1000 

mate pairs are created using AgMate (DE), PAM, and RM algorithms. For each mate pair, 30 

progenies are simulated around the mid-parent value, keeping the variance constant. The best 

performing progeny from the family is then selected as the candidate for the next cycle.  
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Figure 1.3:  

The increase in average group coancestry, average progeny inbreeding, and genetic gain 

(average index) over ten cycles for optimal mating with AgMate (DE), XDesign (PAM), and 

random mating (RM). For random mating scenario average coancestry and inbreeding does not 

change over time.    
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Figure 1.4:  

The total number of mate pairs and the number of mate pairs that break the coancestry 

constraint for each cycle of mating list designed by AgMate (DE), XDesign (PAM), and random 

mating (RM). For the long-term analysis, the coancestry of the selected parents was constrained 

to be less than 0.125 for AgMate and PAM. No constraints were placed on the mate pair selection 

in random mating. Mate pairs suggested by the optimal mating optimization algorithms that broke 

the coancestry constraint are summarized below (shown in red). Optimization through AgMate 

ensures no coancestry constraints are broken. Positive assortative mating (PAM) and random 

mating (RM) fail to avoid mate pairing between related candidates and selfs.  
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1.6 Data archiving statement 

The datasets, software code, inputs, outputs, and results can be found at 

https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.qjq2bvqjq 
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2.1 Abstract 

A newly developed software, AgMate, was used to perform optimized mating for 

monoecious Pinus taeda L. breeding. Using a computational optimization procedure called 

differential evolution (DE), AgMate was applied under different breeding population sizes 

scenarios (50, 100, 150, 200, 250) and candidate contribution scenarios (max use of each candidate 

was set to 1 or 8), to assess its efficiency in maximizing the genetic gain while controlling 

inbreeding. Real pedigree data set from North Carolina State University Tree Improvement Co-op 

with 962 Pinus taeda were used to optimize objective functions accounting for coancestry of 

parents and expected genetic gain and inbreeding of the future progeny. AgMate results were 

compared with those from another widely used mating software called MateSel (Kinghorn, 1999). 

For the proposed mating list for 200 progenies, AgMate resulted in an 83.7% increase in genetic 

gain compared with the candidate population. There was evidence that AgMate performed 

similarly to MateSel in managing coancestry and expected genetic gain, but MateSel was superior 

in avoiding inbreeding in proposed mate pairs. The developed algorithm was computationally 

efficient in maximizing the objective functions and flexible for practical application in monoecious 

diploid conifer breeding.  

 

2.2 Study implications 

A dataset from a breeding population of loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) was analyzed using 

an optimal mating software, AgMate (developed by the authors), to optimize the selection, 

contribution, and mating of candidates simultaneously. The software helps breeders make 

decisions on which tree to cross with which tree and how many times, such that the trees are not 

related to each other and would result in the best performing progenies. AgMate is effective in 
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meeting the breeding objectives for monoecious species. The open-source, easy-to-use, and 

flexible AgMate software, also available as a website, is invaluable in helping breeders to create 

optimal matings for future generations, which balance the pursuit of maximizing genetic gain 

while maintaining genetic diversity. 

 

2.3 Introduction 

Conifer tree breeding programs face the ever-present challenging goals of managing 

genetic diversity while breeding for genetic gain (Isik and McKeand 2019). This problem is 

exacerbated for conifers, like Pinus taeda, which suffer from inbreeding depression (Ford et al. 

2015; Franklin 1972; Hedrick, Savolainen, and Kärkkäinen 1999; Remington and O’Malley 2000). 

Conifers are highly fecund species, and the problem arises when high selection intensities are used, 

and a limited number of best-performing individuals are responsible for genetic contributions to 

the next generation (Hamilton, 2020). This leads to a rapid increase in the inbreeding levels in the 

finite breeding population (Isik and McKeand 2019). Numerous studies have reported the effects 

of inbreeding on conifers, such as reduced fecundity, decreased growth, and low survival rate 

(Durel, Bertin, and Kremer 1996; Williams and Savolainen 1996). The reduction in genetic value 

due to inbreeding is called inbreeding depression (Falconer and Mackay 1996; Lynch and Walsh 

1998), and this has detrimental effects on the long-term response to selection.  

 

Selection and mate allocation of candidates where the genetic gain is maximized while 

incorporating some form of management for inbreeding in the long-term breeding population can 

be shaped as an optimization problem. Several methods have been proposed to solve this 

optimization problem. Meuwissen’s (1997) Optimum Contribution (OC) Selection aims to find 
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maximize genetic gain by optimizing the candidate contribution under a constrained rate of 

inbreeding (Hallander and Waldmann 2009; Kerr, Goddard, and Jarvis 1998; J. Woolliams et al. 

2015; John Woolliams and Thomson 1994). Various methods have been applied to solve the OC 

problem: Lagrange-multipliers (Dagnachew and Meuwissen 2016; Meuwissen and Sonesson 

1998), semi-definite programming (Kerr et al. 2015; Pong-Wong and Woolliams 2007) and 

second-order cone programming (Yamashita, Mullin, and Safarina 2018). While the OC provides 

a solution to the contribution optimization problem, it does not offer a solution to the mate 

allocation problem. An evolutionary algorithm, like the differential evolution algorithm (DE) by 

Storn and Price (1997), has been shown to optimize for candidate selection and contribution 

simultaneously, solving the mate allocation problem as well (Kinghorn & Shepherd, 1999). DE 

effectively optimizes multiple goals simultaneously, a property often absent in other algorithms 

(Price, Storn, and Lampinen 2006). Numerous studies have shown the effectiveness of adopting 

DE into their breeding programs for various species (Carvalheiro, Queiroz, and Kinghorn 2010; 

Isik and McKeand 2019; Kerr et al. 2015; Weigel and Lin 2000; Yoshida et al. 2017). The 

application of DE to breeding programs was initially developed for animals, especially livestock 

breeding, and remains not well-suited for many forestry species (Hamilton 2020). Modifications 

to preselection and mate selection algorithms successfully helped manage the increase in average 

coancestry over time when planning future mating designs for overlapping generations in the forest 

trees (Kerr et al. 2015). Isik and McKeand (2019) showed the effectiveness of using DE designed 

for animal breeding in planning the 4th cycle of Pinus taeda breeding. A moderate balance between 

genetic gain and parental coancestry scenario suggested that 63% of the genetic gain could be 

obtained with a slight increase in the average inbreeding level. To our knowledge, no software has 

been specifically designed to use DE in monoecious Pinus taeda breeding programs. To this point, 
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we developed new software, called AgMate: An Optimal Mating Software for Monoecious Species 

(Goda and Isik 2022), to bridge the gap.  

 

The study analyzes different scenarios using an empirical data set to evaluate the ability of 

AgMate to meet the optimizing objectives. The study also aims to show a proof-of-concept of the 

effectiveness of AgMate by comparing the results from different mating scenarios with MateSel 

software by Kinghorn (1998), a widely used software by North Carolina State University Tree 

Improvement Program. 

 

2.4 Materials and Methods 

2.4.1 Empirical data set 

North Carolina State University Cooperative Tree Improvement Program (TIP) provided 

the empirical Pinus taeda data set used in this study. TIP has managed a pine breeding program 

for over 66 years and has a comprehensive database of the Pinus taeda breeding population. For 

this study, we used the Atlantic Coastal Plains Breeding population of 962 trees selected to 

establish the fourth cycle population. Volume-Straightness-Rust (VSR) index breeding value 

(IBV) was calculated for each candidate by putting proportional weights on each trait of interest. 

The traits of interest mainly concerned wood properties, namely volume of wood, straightness of 

the wood, and rust resistance ability of the wood. IBV = 0.6*Volume + 0.2*Straightness -0.2*Rust, 

where the weight on desirable traits of volume and straightness are positive 0.6 and 0.2 

respectively, however negative 0.2 for undesirable rust trait. The negative weight on rust ensures 

that candidates with higher breeding values for rust, that is, genotypes with a higher probability 

for rust disease, are penalized. Individuals with IBV>1 were selected as candidates for the mating 
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designs (Isik and McKeand 2019). The 962 candidates formed the input candidate list for AgMate 

to design mating lists of 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 mate pairs. The input file for AgMate is a CSV 

file with five fields: CandidateID, Parent 1, Parent 2, Index, and MaxUse. Two additional scenarios 

of different MaxUse for each candidate were analyzed, AgMate_U1 for MaxUse set at 1 and 

AgMate_U8 for MaxUse set at 8.  

 

2.4.2 AgMate: An Optimal Mating Software for Monoecious Species 

AgMate (Goda and Isik 2022) is a multifunctionality automated software developed to 

optimize the selection and contribution of candidates to create optimal mating lists. The overview 

of the software is outlined in Figure 2.1. AgMate is developed in R, and the detailed R code is 

available at https://github.com/khushigoda/AgMate. The ShinyApp version of the software is 

available here: https://khushigoda.shinyapps.io/AgMate/. The software handles the entire 

optimization process of completing the candidate list, calculating the relatedness between 

candidates, candidate selection and contribution decision, and eventually creating an optimized 

mating list. We discuss the processes present as functionalities in the software in depth below.  

 

2.4.3 Auto-completion of pedigree 

The first step of AgMate software involves the auto-completion of the pedigree. Two lists 

of individuals are required for this step: a candidate list, i.e., the list of individuals to be mated 

(962 candidates for this study), and a reference list, i.e., a list of all known individuals in the 

pedigree and beyond. The auto-completion process works by referencing the candidate list to the 

reference list using a quick search and sort method. This functionality aims to look up all known 

ancestors of the candidates from the reference list and add them to the candidate list, such that the 

https://github.com/khushigoda/AgMate
https://khushigoda.shinyapps.io/AgMate/
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parents always precede the progeny to complete the pedigree. North Carolina State University 

Cooperative Tree Improvement Program database called TIPRoot (Anonymous 2016) was 

referenced to autocomplete the pedigree of the 962-candidate list. Without an ordered and 

completed pedigree, essential relatedness information would not be considered in the downstream 

analysis of optimization of mate pairs accounting for inbreeding and coancestry. This is a crucial 

step to remove the redundant work of manually populating the candidate pedigree. The candidate 

file for AgMate is a CSV file with four columns: Candidate ID, Parent 1, Parent 2, EBV, and 

MinUse. MinUse for each candidate was set at 1. The reference file for AgMate is a CSV file with 

three columns: Individual ID, Parent 1, and Parent 2. Note that Candidate ID and Individual ID 

need to match for this process.  

 

2.4.4 Auto-calculation of numerator relationship matrix 

Relatedness parameters between candidates are calculated using the numerator relationship 

matrix (A matrix). A matrix provides information about the coancestry, 𝜽 (Wright 1922) between 

any two candidates and the inbreeding, 𝑭𝒙 (Falconer and Mackay 1996) level of each candidate. 

The completed and ordered pedigree of the 962-candidate list was used to compute the A matrix 

using Henderson's recursive method (Henderson 1976; Mrode 2014) via AGHmatrix R package 

(Amadeu et al. 2016). The package functions to calculate the genetic relationships are part of 

AgMate software. A stringent coancestry constraint of 0.075 (𝒂𝒊𝒋 = 𝟐𝜽 = 𝟎. 𝟏𝟓) was set to 

prevent mate pairing between related candidates and avoid a rapid accumulation of coancestry in 

the mating population. This constraint does not allow any full-sibs, half-sibs, or more highly 

related candidates to mate with each other. Additionally, it also prevents self-crossing and 
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reciprocal crosses, ensuring long-term management of inbreeding due to the severe effects of 

inbreeding depression on Pinus taeda (Ford et al. 2015).  

 

2.4.5 Optimization of matings in AgMate software: Differential Evolution 

The differential evolution (DE) algorithm, an evolutionary algorithm (Storn and Price 

1997), was applied to create an optimal mating list. The DE was modified and adopted by Kinghorn 

to optimize matings in animal breeding. Here we modified the methods proposed by Kinghorn to 

adapt the optimization methods for monoecious species like Pinus taeda and incorporate them into 

AgMate. DEoptim (Mullen et al. 2011), an R package, was incorporated into the AgMate software 

to run the DE analysis. The main modification to the optimization method was redesigning the 

mating matrix, a required setup before the optimization begins. Kinghorn initially proposed a 

mating matrix that was more adapted to species with male and female sexes (Brian P Kinghorn 

2011), which is unsuitable for monoecious Pinus taeda. While the applications and framework of 

the differential evolution algorithm are outlined in the literature (Carvalheiro et al., 2010; Isik & 

McKeand, 2019; Kinghorn, 2011; Kinghorn & Shepherd, 1999; Yoshida et al., 2017), here we 

outline the processes incorporated into AgMate for the DE optimization of mating lists. 

 

Candidate selection and the number of contributions per candidate are decided simultaneously by 

DE in AgMate software. According to the number of contributions of individual candidates, the 

candidate list is expanded such that there are duplications of candidates; each contribution gets a 

specific mention. For example, if a candidate has three contributions, the candidate will now be 

present thrice in the list, with each candidate being used only once (with repetition). This ensures 

that only the candidates to be mated are represented in the mating matrix and that each candidate 
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with minimum use of more than or equal to one is mated. To initiate the mate allocation process, 

each candidate in the expanded candidate list is assigned a ranking criterion (Kinghorn, 2011), i.e., 

a random positive integer. The list is ranked based on this ranking criterion. This number has no 

link to the candidate’s breeding value or fitness. A mating matrix is designed with the expanded 

candidate list, where the rows are candidates ranked based on the ranking criterion and the columns 

are non-ranked candidates. Since the MinUse for each candidate was set at 1 for AgMate analysis, 

no duplicate candidates existed in the mating matrix.  

 

Decisions regarding allowed mate pairing are based on the relatedness observed between the 

candidates. An initial mating list is created by allocating the best-ranked candidate, based on the 

ranking criterion, to the first available candidate that it has permission to mate with, and this 

process continues down the list till all the required mate pairs are created (explained elsewhere in 

(Gondro and Kinghorn 2008; Kerr et al. 2015). The DE optimization process then works iteratively 

to search the entire search space to create numerous such mating lists before finding the optimal 

mating list. Additional checks ensure that no two mate pairs are repeated (i.e., no full-sibs progeny) 

and the total number of mate pairs is adhered to. For this study, since the proposed progeny were 

limited to 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 only, no candidate was allowed to be used more than once 

(i.e., no half-sibs progeny). The robustness of the mating lists is evaluated based on an objective 

function, as suggested by Kinghorn (1999). DE aims to find an optimal solution to the objective 

function (Eq.1), such that the mating list proposed would maximize genetic gain while minimizing 

the increase in progeny inbreeding and the coancestry between suggested mate pairs. 

 

𝑺𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒆 = 𝒘𝟏 𝐱′𝐆 + 𝒘𝟐
𝐱′𝐀 𝐱

𝟐
+ 𝒘𝟑�̅�  𝑬𝒒. 𝟐. 𝟏 
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where 𝒙 is the contribution vector of the parents, 𝑮 is a vector of the parent's estimated breeding 

values (EBVs), 𝐀 is the numerator relationship matrix derived from pedigree, and �̅� is the mean 

inbreeding coefficient in progeny. 𝐱′𝐆 gives the total genetic gain expected from the progeny, 
𝐱′𝐀𝐱

𝟐
 

is the coancestry of selected parents; and 𝒘𝟏, 𝒘𝟐 and 𝒘𝟑 are 1, -10 and -1 weights applied to 

progeny genetic gain, coancestry of selected candidates and progeny inbreeding, respectively. The 

negative weights result in mating lists with high progeny inbreeding levels and parental coancestry 

having a low score value. Thus, through the recursive DE algorithm, after searching the entire 

search space for possible mating lists and ranking them based on their score value, only the highest-

ranking mating list which satisfies all constraints will be selected as the optimal mating list. 

AgMate scenarios were terminated after 10 DEoptim iterations. The final mating list output gives 

the proposed mate pairs, the expected mid-parent breeding values of their progeny, and expected 

inbreeding levels for each suggested progeny. 

 

2.4.6 Optimization of matings in MateSel software 

Here we validate the AgMate software with the licensed version of MateSel (Kinghorn, 

2011) (http://matesel.une.edu.au/) used at the North Carolina State University Tree Improvement 

Program. MateSel applies the same differential evolution (DE), an evolutionary algorithm 

developed by Storn and Price, 1995, to create the optimal mating list. For the MateSel software, 

the input file is a CSV file with five fields: CandidateID, SireID, DamID, Index, Maxuse, and Sex. 

MateSel requires an input of the completed pedigree of candidates, thus, the completed candidate 

list created by AgMate was used. MateSel re-orders the pedigree to ensure that the parents always 

precede the progeny. A matrix calculation takes up much of the runtime due to the sheer size of 

http://matesel.une.edu.au/
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the matrix, especially when deep pedigrees are involved and the completed pedigrees are large. 

MateSel uses Jacques Colleau's (Colleau 2002) faster method of calculating 𝐱′𝐀𝐱, which is the 

mean parental coancestry, compared to simple matrix manipulations on the non-zero elements of 

the A matrix. The coancestry cut-off for MateSel analysis was set at 0.075, keeping it consistent 

with AgMate parameters. Since MateSel doesn’t allow MaxUse for bisexual candidates to be set 

at 1, the only scenario analyzed was MaxUse at 8. MateSel aims to optimize the objective function 

explained above as well but uses a frontier curve to come to an optimized conclusion. Weights for 

the objective function were kept constant at 1, -10, and -1 for 𝒘𝟏, 𝒘𝟐, and 𝒘𝟑 respectively. MateSel 

was run under different scenarios to output optimal mating lists for 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 

mate pairs. For termination, MateSel was allowed to converge to 99.9% and then manually 

stopped. Optimization by DE in AgMate adopts this method with necessary enhancements for 

monoecious diploid Pinus taeda breeding.  

 

2.5 Results 

The AgMate software successfully completed and ordered the pedigree of candidates by 

referencing the database and calculating the necessary distribution statistics. The completed 

pedigree had 1073 individuals for the initial population of 962 candidates. The average EBV, 

average coancestry coefficient, and average inbreeding coefficient of the completed pedigree of 

the candidate list were 3.9, 0.0015, and 0.0003, respectively. A check of the completed pedigree 

by referencing the NCSUTIP TIProot database showed no incorrect or missing information. 

AgMate was also used to complete the proposed optimal mating lists full pedigree for all scenarios, 

including those by MateSel.  
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AgMate_U1, where the MaxUse for each candidate is set at 1, was able to select more 

candidates to contribute to the next generation compared to AgMate_U8 and MateSel while 

resulting in a similar increase in the average index and coancestry level as MateSel (Figure 2.2 and 

Figure 2.3). AgMate_U8, where the MaxUse is set at 8 for each candidate, used the least number 

of candidates to produce the required mate pairs (Figure 2.5). For the mating list of 50 mate pairs, 

the complete pedigree consisted of 206 individuals for AgMate_U1, 72 individuals for 

AgMate_U8, and 148 individuals for MateSel. By allowing a higher number of use cases for each 

candidate, AgMate tends to allow fewer candidates to create more mate pairs if the constraints on 

the coancestry of selected parents are not broken, and the objective function is still optimized. 

Reducing the number of allowed MaxUse of candidates allows AgMate to create more genetically 

diverse optimized mating lists, which are also optimized to minimize the increase in inbreeding 

and coancestry levels.   

 

AgMate_U1 performs better than AgMate_U8 in the management of coancestry (Figure 

2.3). As multiple candidates are used more than once in AgMate_U8, the overall relatedness in the 

optimized mating list increases because of an increased number of half-sibs in the proposed mate 

pairs. While the selected parents in the mating lists still follow the constraints and have coancestry 

lesser than 0.075, the average coancestry levels in the complete pedigrees are bound to increase 

every time a candidate contributes as a parent to more than one progeny. AgMate_U1 performed 

similarly at maintaining the increase in the average coancestry as MateSel under the same 

constraints and penalty on coancestry. Both software resulted in an increase in the average rate of 

coancestry, calculated for the entire pedigree of the proposed mating list consisting of the selected 

parents to be crossed, their progenies, and their ancestors over the different scenarios (Figure 2.3). 
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For AgMate_U1, the increase in average coancestry when designing a mating list of 250 mate-

pairs was 0.00242, and the increase for the same scenario with MateSel was 0.00381, which was 

only 36.5% more than AgMate_U1. For other scenarios of proposed mate pairs, MateSel and 

AgMate_U1 performed similarly (Figure 2.3). On the contrary, AgMate_U8 resulted in 

approximately 80% higher levels of coancestry than MateSel for the same MaxUse case of 8 for 

each candidate, but the average coancestry levels were still within the constraints (Figure 2.3).  

 

All three scenarios, AgMate_U1, AgMate_U8, and MateSel, resulted in a similar average 

genetic gain, as measured by average mid-parent values of proposed mate pairs, with minimal 

differences. Overall, AgMate_U1 provided the least genetic gain of all scenarios, and AgMate_U8 

had a high average progeny index, similar to MateSel. The mating list for 100 progenies designed 

by AgMate_U8 had the highest genetic gain of 57%, compared to the candidate list, while 

AgMate_U1 and MateSel had about 56%. While AgMate_U8 resulted in a slightly higher genetic 

gain for the proposed mating lists, the substantially higher increase in coancestry in these mating 

lists is unfavorable. AgMate_U1 provided a more balanced increase in genetic gain and 

management of increase in coancestry.  

 

For the same level of genetic gain, AgMate_U1 created more diverse mating lists than 

AgMate_U8 and MateSel. On average, AgMate_U1 had 36% more individuals in completed 

pedigrees for the mating lists than MateSel. For example, on the proposed mating list of 150 

progenies, the completed pedigree, which includes parents, ancestors, and progenies, was 575 for 

AgMate_U1, whereas it was only 363 for MateSel. The varied mating lists differed not only on 

the selected candidates but also in the contributions of the commonly selected candidates. For 
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example, to generate the 150 mate pairs from the 300 unique candidates selected by AgMate_U1, 

only 99 were in common with MateSel. MateSel uses only 115 unique candidates to create a 

mating list of 300 candidates for 150 mate pairs. Out of these 115 candidates, 75 are used more 

than once, with one of the candidates being used a total of eight times (Figure 2.5). Candidates 

used multiple times tend to have higher EBVs, thus providing more genetic gain to the resulting 

mating lists. However, they also had an increased population of half-sibs in the mating lists, 

resulting in substantially higher coancestry in the mating population. 

 

MateSel is highly efficient in preventing inbreeding in the progenies. MateSel reported 

zero inbreeding levels in the progeny for most of the proposed mating lists. AgMate, on the 

contrary, had higher inbreeding levels for all the scenarios. Since AgMate aims to use more unique 

candidates, it is bound to use candidates with a certain level of inbreeding. Figure 2.2 shows the 

number of mate pairs contributing to the increased inbreeding levels. For a mating list of 50 

progenies, only 1 mate pair had inbreeding and was contributing to the average inbreeding level. 

A more stringent negative weight on the inbreeding level would help reduce the average inbreeding 

in AgMate.  

 

2.6 Discussion 

Two different software, AgMate (Goda and Isik 2022) and MateSel (Kinghorn, 2011), both 

utilizing the DE algorithm (Storn and Price 1997), were applied for the optimization of candidate 

selection and contribution to design mate-pairs and create optimal mating lists for breeding of 

Pinus taeda. AgMate was applied under different scenarios in real data set from a Pinus taeda 

breeding population and validated by a routinely used and powerful software MateSel. Both the 
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AgMate and MateSel software showed to be computationally efficient. The computational 

efficiency came mainly from using sparse matrices and optimized approaches to computing 

coancestry from numerator relationship matrices. AgMate utilizes Henderson’s recursive method 

(Henderson 1976; Mrode 2014) to calculate the numerator relationship matrix and to calculate 

coancestry from the completed and ordered pedigree of the candidates. MateSel uses Colleau’s 

(2002) indirect approach to compute coancestry. Both these methods help in the reduction of 

analysis run-time substantially. For example, the analyses by AgMate of the Pinus taeda data set, 

which had 1073 individuals in their full pedigree, which would have a numerator relationship 

matrix of size 1073 x 1073, ran in approximately 5 to 10 minutes (depending on the size of the 

mating list to create) on a PC with an Intel Core i7 2.3GHz processor and 16GB RAM. Run-

times by MateSel were equivalent to AgMate for the scenarios in this study, and since the manual 

stop option was exercised, run-times were not recorded.  

 

While AgMate is computationally efficient, it also allows breeders the flexibility to 

optimize their mating lists on the factors they deem of importance by deciding on the weights to 

place on different components of the objective function. AgMate adopts the same objective 

function as MateSel (Kinghorn et al., 1999) and requires the breeders to input the weights to be 

applied for each component of the objective function. The flexibility of setting the weights of the 

objective function components allows the users to determine the ideal weights such that the 

optimization is based on the needs of the breeding program. Breeders need to consider the size of 

the population, the level of inbreeding and coancestry present in the breeding population, and the 

desired level of genetic gain, balanced with the desired level of inbreeding and coancestry in the 

future populations, with consideration for the management of genetic diversity. Knowing their 
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breeding populations, users are more informed and better able to find the ideal weights that strike 

the appropriate balance between genetic gain and the coancestry of the future breeding 

populations. In this study, weights were empirically determined from the nature of the data set and 

the breeding program requirements. Weights were kept constant throughout the analyses from 

AgMate and MateSel. The small progeny population required stringent penalizing weights on the 

coancestry (𝒘𝟐 = −𝟏𝟎) and the additional constraint of not allowing any mate-pairs to have a 

coefficient of coancestry of more than 0.075. This helped the resulting optimal mating lists have a 

controlled increase in coancestry with a significant increase in genetic gain. One setback of 

determining the weights empirically is that it is somewhat arbitrary and depends on the breeder. 

To make the whole process of the candidate selections, determination of their contributions, and 

mating decisions more dynamic and tactical (Kinghorn & Shepherd, 1999), it is recommended that 

breeders run several analyses with varying combinations of weights to determine the suitable set 

of weights for the components that help meet the breeding criteria. Further research should include 

a more robust method of weight determination and optimization.  

 

While both software, AgMate and MateSel, work efficiently to provide the optimized 

mating lists desired by the breeders under the same conditions, they do not produce the same 

optimum solution even though they utilize a similar differential evolution algorithm (DE). DE is 

an evolutionary algorithm that does not guarantee to provide the global optimum solution every 

run but is one of the most effective global optimization methods (Storn and Price 1997). No two 

runs under identical settings will result in identical results, i.e., running AgMate several times with 

the same inputs will not produce the same mating list for each run. The optimization process still 

provides optimum solutions, albeit it can be local or global optimums. Despite this caveat, the DE 
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algorithm is robust in optimizations and will output the desired results every time. Numerous 

studies in the literature have shown and utilized the robustness of DE in optimizing objective 

functions (Carvalheiro et al., 2010; Kinghorn, 2011). This explains the difference in the results by 

AgMate and MateSel. The differences in the results between the two software can be accounted to 

different functionalities, like converge method, termination process, etc.  

 

A licensed MateSel has advanced applications and more options than AgMate. There are 

many functionalities put together for animal breeding in MateSel. However, such advanced 

software with many options could be complicated for a non-computationally inclined breeder. Tree 

breeders need to be aware of such functions and be careful to avoid mistakes for a successful run 

on MateSel to create the desired optimized mating list. The manual for MateSel is 120 pages long 

and though not all the information is essential for monoecious tree breeding, understanding all the 

required inputs is a learning curve. This makes using MateSel, even with its front-end software, 

difficult to use effectively on the first try. While few of the functionalities are free, a licensed 

version is required to run the whole software, especially to take advantage of the monoecious 

functionality. MateSel is a front-end-only software, and changes are not allowed to the way the 

algorithm and analysis are run. Users can only make changes to the parameters provided as options. 

MateSel is also written in Fortran, a language that, even though very powerful, is not as popular 

in present times, making it hard to incorporate the next generation of tools and advanced 

algorithms. 

 

AgMate is open-source software. AgMate is written in R and available on GitHub, allowing 

users the flexibility to edit the program to their necessity. Adding or removing functionalities is as 
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easy as a click. For example, currently, the algorithm only optimizes based on EBVs, just a singular 

trait number, for genetic gain. Edits to the optimization equation or the input parameters can be 

made such that more traits of interest can be added to optimize based on all those parameters. R 

has been the prominent language in recent years, making it easy for users to understand the code. 

The availability of ShinyApp, a front-end for R software, also makes it easy to use the software 

from the front-end if a user is not well-versed in coding or even makes changes to the front-end 

allowing users to fit the software to their needs. With years and research, MateSel offers more 

functionalities for breeders than AgMate. While AgMate simplifies the creation of an optimized 

mating list and is user-friendly software, there is much room for improvement to help meet all the 

needs of the breeders.  

 

Compared to traditional practices of selection based exclusively on genetic gain, this study 

uses advanced open-source software which incorporates state-of-the-art optimizing methods. This 

software showed the possibility of reducing the increase in coancestry to desired levels and 

minimizing inbreeding without compromising the expected genetic gain of the future progeny. The 

successful application of an advanced algorithm in two different software, which was originally 

created for different species, shows the flexibility of the algorithm. Future direction can 

incorporate more components to the objective function, such as minimum winter temperatures of 

selection, to stretch the flexibility of the software and have more breeding decisions handled by 

optimization algorithms.  

 

AgMate and MateSel allowed a significant reduction in coancestry and inbreeding. 

AgMate performed better than MateSel in reducing coancestry (Figure 2.3), whereas MateSel 
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could more efficiently eliminate progeny inbreeding in most scenarios (Figure 2.4). This result can 

be associated with the frontier curve optimization finding method and balancing strategy 

functionalities adopted by MateSel, providing more opportunity for the software to find alternative 

candidates and mates to optimize the objective function and attain better outcomes for the 

components of the objective function. While MateSel was adopted from the field of physics and 

adopted for animal breeding and had many years of improvements under its belt, the comparable 

results from AgMate highlight the importance of adopting new algorithms and technologies from 

various unrelated fields to help in the advancement of breeding programs and their sustainability 

for the future. It is important to emphasize that the empirical commonly used strategies for 

controlling inbreeding in tree breeding, such as restricting the number of selected animals per 

family and not allowing full-sibs and half-sib mates, can be helpful at the beginning of the program 

but not effective in the long-term. The next advancement to incorporate into the optimizing 

AgMate software would be the use of genomic relationships derived from shared DNA markers, 

which have been shown to help better manage relatedness and inbreeding (Pryce, Hayes, and 

Goddard 2012). 

 

2.7 Conclusion 

The AgMate software was computationally efficient and flexible for practical applications 

in tree breeding. In contrast with empirical procedures for controlling inbreeding, the expected 

consequence of using the algorithm is to manage inbreeding more efficiently and promote higher 

genetic progress in the long term. Validating AgMate with a routinely used software like MateSel 

by Kinghorn showed the effectiveness of utilizing state-of-the-art algorithms like the differential 

evolution algorithm. AgMate is an easy-to-use and open-source software that simplifies difficult-
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to-comprehend algorithms. The usefulness and applications for software such as AgMate are 

profound for not just conifer breeding but also other monoecious species.   
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Figure 2.1:  

(Goda and Isik, 2022) Schematic outline of AgMate: an optimal mating software for 

monoecious species. TIPRoot Database serves as the reference. The pedigree is automatically 

completed and ordered for preparing the candidate list input file. The numerator relationship 

matrix is calculated for the complete pedigree. Using a differential evolution algorithm, all possible 

mate pairs are searched and compared to produce numerous mating lists. These mating lists are 

evaluated based on an objective function that considers the total expected genetic gain from 

progeny, the mean inbreeding levels in progeny, and the coancestry between the selected parents. 

The best ranking mating list which satisfies all constraints is chosen as the optimal mating list.  
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Figure 2.2:  

Comparison of AgMate and MateSel for progeny index under different mating lists (50 to 

250). Three scenarios: AgMate with MaxUse set at 1 (AgMate_U1), at 8 (AgMate_U8) and 

MateSel with MaxUse set at 8 are shown. MateSel does not allow MaxUse to be set at 1 under 

bisexual conditions. The candidate population had an average index of 3.9, and all the mating lists 

scenarios showed improvement and resulted in a similar average progeny index. 
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Figure 2.3:  

Comparison of AgMate and MateSel for average coancestry under different mating lists 

(50 to 250). The average coancestry is calculated for complete pedigrees. Three scenarios are 

shown: AgMate with MaxUse set at 1 (AgMate_U1), 8 (AgMate_U8), and MateSel with 

MaxUse set at 8. AgMate_U8 produced the highest average coancestry. AgMate_U1 and 

MateSel resulted in a minor increase in average coancestry and were comparable. No scenario 

broke the coancestry constraint of 0.075 (red line). 
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Figure 2.4:  

Comparison of AgMate and MateSel for progeny inbreeding levels under different mating 

lists (50 to 250). Three scenarios are shown: AgMate with MaxUse set at 1 (AgMate_U1) and 8 

(AgMate_U8), and MateSel with MaxUse set at 8. Proposed progeny from AgMate showed 

average inbreeding levels, but these were limited to only a few individuals (1 to 10) contributing 

to the inbreeding in the progeny population. The number of progenies with inbreeding more than 

zero from the entire proposed mating list is shown by a black dot. 
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Figure 2.5:  

Candidate contributions in AgMate and MateSel analysis when MaxUse is set at 8 for 

different sizes of the mating list (50 to 250). AgMate uses fewer candidates than MateSel when 

MaxUse is greater than 1.  
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2.8 Data archiving statement 

The datasets, inputs, and outputs for AgMate and MateSel analyses can be found at 

https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.tdz08kq2r. AgMate R code is available at 

https://github.com/khushigoda/AgMate. The ShinyApp version of AgMate is here: 

https://khushigoda.shinyapps.io/AgMate/. 

 

  

https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.tdz08kq2r
https://github.com/khushigoda/AgMate
https://khushigoda.shinyapps.io/AgMate/
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3.1 Abstract 

The availability of a large number of DNA markers in recent years has proven to be more 

effective in managing genetic diversity while maximizing genetic gain, albeit mainly for animal 

breeding. The objective of this work was to study the efficiency of realized genomic relationships 

(G matrix) to optimize mate pair designing in Pinus taeda L. Two different empirical data sets of 

candidate lists from two non-overlapping generations of Pinus taeda were used to create optimized 

mating lists through the AgMate software. The results showed that the average progeny index 

values were similar using the A matrix (1.48%) and the G matrix (1.41%) proposed optimal mating 

lists. While both methods were successful in constraining the coancestry levels to be less than 

0.075, the utilization of the G matrix resulted in the average coancestry levels being lower by 

18.5% than the pedigree-based average coancestry levels for the founders to the population. The 

average inbreeding level was higher using the G matrix (e.g., 0.004) in mating compared to the 

average inbreeding (0.0) using the A matrix to create the mating lists, suggesting that the expected 

genetic relationships cannot capture actual inbreeding for the mating list. The incorporation of 

genomic-based mating methods into tree breeding programs would be efficient to increase 

response to selection while managing the diversity in long-term.  

 

3.2 Introduction 

Conifer breeding programs face the ever-present problem of how to balance genetic 

diversity and optimize genetic gain in advanced generations (Isik & McKeand, 2019). As the 

breeding cycles move forward, high selection intensities and the limited number of best-

performing individuals genetically contributing to the next generation (Falconer & Mackay, 1996) 

lead to a rapid increase in the rate of inbreeding in finite breeding populations (Hamilton, 2020; 
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Isik & McKeand, 2019). The accumulation of inbreeding over generations results in lower genetic 

diversity, lower response to selection, and lower fitness because of the increase in the frequency 

of deleterious alleles (Curik et al., 2014). This is especially detrimental for conifers like Pinus 

taeda L., which suffer from high levels of inbreeding depression (Ford et al., 2015; Franklin, 1972; 

Hedrick et al., 1999; Remington & O’Malley, 2000). Numerous studies have reported the effects 

of inbreeding on conifers, such as reduced fecundity, decreased growth, and low survival rate 

(Durel et al., 1996; Ford et al., 2015; Williams & Savolainen, 1996). This reduction in genetic 

value due to inbreeding is called the inbreeding depression (Falconer & Mackay, 1996; Lynch & 

Walsh, 1998). Minimizing the rate of inbreeding helps the breeding programs to preserve genetic 

diversity while optimizing genetic gain long term.  

 

Traditionally, inbreeding levels in a population were managed using pedigree-based 

relationships derived from pedigrees and phenotypes (A. K. Sonesson et al., 2012). This 

approximation refers to the proportion of the genome that is expected to be identical by descent 

(IBD) (Lynch & Walsh, 1998). Mainly, two types of estimates are used to characterize relatedness 

in populations: average coancestry, i.e., the average of the expected IBD levels between any two 

individuals in the population; and average inbreeding levels of individuals in the population, i.e., 

the number of alleles IBD in an individual. However, estimating these measures from pedigree has 

several constraints. First, pedigree records are, in general, not always complete or accurate 

(Oliehoek & Bijma, 2009). Second, expected genetic relationships do not consider either 

Mendelian sampling variation (Hill & Weir, 2011) or linkage disequilibrium caused by selection 

(J. M. Smith & Haigh, 1974). The realized proportion of the genome that two individuals share 

can be more accurately estimated from DNA markers than from expected genetic relationships 
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derived from pedigree records (Howard et al., 2017). Contrary to the pedigree-based approaches, 

genomic-based approaches utilize single-nucleotide polymorphism markers (SNPs) markers to 

estimate the proportion of alleles that are identical by state (IBS) (VanRaden, 2008). Realized 

genomic relationship matrices are easily constructed using SNPs (Forni et al., 2011). With the 

advancement in the high throughput genotyping (Metzker, 2010), genomic-based approaches have 

become an alternative to characterize and manage diversity in animal and forest tree breeding.  

 

Several optimal contribution methods have been proposed to maximize genetic gain, 

minimize inbreeding, or manage coancestry either simultaneously or individually in future 

generations (Meuwissen, 1997; A. K. Sonesson et al., 2012; Wray & Goddard, 1994). These 

optimization methods either optimize the parental contribution (Hallander & Waldmann, 2009; 

Kerr et al., 1998; Meuwissen & Sonesson, 1998; Pong-Wong & Woolliams, 2007; Woolliams & 

Thomson, 1994; Yamashita et al., 2018) or allocation of mates (Mullin, 2017; Rosvall, 1999; 

Rosvall & Mullin, 2003), or even both (Kinghorn & Shepherd, 1999; Price et al., 2006; Pryce et 

al., 2012; Storn & Price, 1997). Mate selection algorithm (Hayes et al., 2002; Kinghorn & 

Shepherd, 1999; Shepherd & Kinghorn, 1999) that utilizes differential evolution algorithm (Price 

et al., 2006; Storn & Price, 1997) is one such optimization method that can optimize the 

contribution and allocation of candidates with simultaneous management of inbreeding and 

coancestry levels. Additionally, the mate selection algorithm has been shown to be effectively used 

for various species to design optimal mating using the expected genetic relationships (Carvalheiro 

et al., 2010; Isik & McKeand, 2019; Kerr et al., 2015; Kinghorn, 2011; Yoshida et al., 2017) and 

the realized genomic relationships. Software like MateSel (Kinghorn, 2011), AlphaMate (Gorjanc 

& Hickey, 2018), and AgMate (Goda & Isik, 2022) help breeders take advantage of mate selection. 
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AlphaMate is free to use for academic software that uses numerator or coancestry relationship 

matrices to run the mate selection optimization (Gorjanc & Hickey, 2018). The licensed version 

of MateSel software can accommodate SNP markers, QTL, and genomic relationships to run the 

mate selection optimization (Kinghorn, 2011). However, most programs designed for animal 

breeding are not well-suited for designing matings of conifers because conifers are monoecious 

species. In this study, we improved the AgMate, open-source, automated, scalable, and drag-and-

drop easy, optimal mating software developed for diploid monoecious species (Goda & Isik, 2022) 

to incorporate expected genomic relationships mate selection optimization. These software are 

essential tools for breeders to optimize their future generations based on their breeding goals of 

maximizing genetic gain while managing genetic diversity.  

 

Genomic selection can potentially reduce the rate of inbreeding per generation in animal 

breeding (Daetwyler et al., 2007). Cattle breeding programs have shown the efficiency of advanced 

genotyping technologies and realized genomic relationships to improve the selection (Goddard & 

Hayes, 2007). A simulation study by VanRaden (2008) showed that the accuracy of prediction of 

net merit of young bulls was 63% when realized genomic relationships were used compared with 

32% when traditional pedigree-based relationships were used. Implications of genomic selections 

have also been studied for forest tree species (Grattapaglia, 2014; Isik, 2014), and predictions from 

a large number of simulated studies showed promising results to increase the annual rate of genetic 

gain (Isik, 2022). The Pinus taeda L. breeding program at the North Carolina State University has 

continually incorporated and implemented advanced methods and technologies in their breeding 

populations and mating designs over the past 66 years (Isik & McKeand, 2019). While empirical 

studies on Pinus taeda have demonstrated the benefit and limitations of genomic-estimated 
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breeding values of individuals (Lauer et al., 2022; Shalizi et al., 2021, 2022; Walker et al., 2022), 

the advantages of realized genomic relationships or SNP markers are yet to be studied for optimal 

mating design in Pinus taeda. Using DNA markers in selection and mating designs is essential to 

manage the rate of inbreeding for the long-term success of conifer breeding programs. In this study, 

we used a small population consisting of 21 founders with a deep pedigree that is maintained by 

the North Carolina State University Tree Improvement program to test the efficiency of mating 

using realized genomic relationships versus the expected genetic relationships derived from 

pedigree records. To our knowledge, this is the first study in forest trees to test the efficiency of 

genomic relationships in mating to balance genetic diversity and optimize genetic gain. 

 

The objective of this study was to compare the efficiency of realized versus expected 

genetic relationships in mating using an empirical Pinus taeda population. The specific questions 

were: how realized genetic relationships in mating affect the progeny and average inbreeding 

compared to expected genetic relationships? How do two different approaches to computing the 

genetic relationships optimize the response to selection in mating? We used an improved version 

of the optimal mating software, AgMate, developed by authors Goda and Isik (2022), to analyze 

data and address these questions.  

3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 Plant population  

Three generations of Pinus taeda pedigree from the North Carolina State University 

Cooperative Tree Improvement Program were used to create three data sets of candidates, one data 

set from each generation, without any over-lapping candidates between data sets. The pedigree 

consisted of 33 founders, which were used to create generation 1 (ACE1), consisting of about 2400 
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trees. For generation 2 (ACE2), 73 trees were selected from ACE1 and used to mate and produce  

~1900 progeny. ACE1 and ACE2 generation was created using MateSel and curation by the 

breeders at North Carolina State University Cooperative Tree Improvement Program. These 

populations were used to validate the proposed AgMate mating lists. 

 

3.3.2 Candidate list 

This breeding population of ~4500 individuals was used as a comprehensive reference file, 

which consisted of all the pedigree information. The reference file was an input for AgMate for 

auto-completion of the pedigrees. To create the candidate data sets, one best-performing individual 

from each full-sib family was used. Tree height was used as an indicator for the index breeding 

value for each candidate. Only individuals with an index breeding value were used as candidates. 

The completed pedigree of 33 founder candidates consisted of 38 individuals. The ACE1 

population data set consisted of 51 candidates, and its complete pedigree consisted of 83 

individuals in total. The founders and ACE1 population, with their parental information and 

indexes, served as the two candidate lists for the pedigree-based analysis by AgMate. ACE2 data 

set consisting of 67 individuals was not used for analysis but only for comparing the proposed 

mating list from AgMate with the realized ACE 2 cross list. For the genomic-based analysis, the 

genotyped founder candidates and ACE1 candidates formed the individual candidate lists for the 

analysis. For genomic-based analysis, pedigree was not completed for the candidate lists, and only 

the genotyped candidates were input into the AgMate software for analysis. 

 

3.3.3 Genotype market data 

In total, 4306 trees, including the founders and some of the ancestors, were genotyped 

using the Pita50K Affymetrix SNP array developed for P. taeda using Applied BiosystemsTM 
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AxiomTM Genotyping Services from ThermoFisher Scientific (Caballero et al., 2021). After 

filtering for a call rate of 10%, SNP marker data were available for 12 ancestors, 21 founders, 2287 

ACE1, and 1724 ACE2 trees. The number of SNP markers dropped from ~47000 to ~34000 after 

filtering at a minor allele frequency (MAF) threshold of <0.01, missing rate of 10%, and deviation 

from Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) expectations. Markers were dropped if they deviated 

more than 15% from HWE expectations, according to Wiggans et al. (2009). The final number of 

SNP markers retained after filtering had 3.2% missing genotypes. The missing genotypes were 

imputed using the “Wright equilibrium” method of the SNPready package (Granato et al., 2018) 

in the R statistical environment. This method imputes missing genotypes using the assumption that 

the probability of assigning a value depends on the allele frequency of the SNP and the level of 

homozygosity of an individual. Hence, for missing values, genotypes are imputed based on their 

probability of occurrence, which depends both on genotype frequency and inbreeding of the 

individual at a specific locus. After imputation, the frequency of homozygous major (AA), 

heterozygous (AB), and homozygous minor (BB) allele genotypes were 67.6, 26.5, and 5.9%, 

respectively. 

 

3.3.4 Analysis by AgMate: An Optimal Mating for Monoecious Species Software 

 The software, automated and requiring minimal user inputs, handles the entire analysis, 

beginning from the candidate list to all the processing of pedigree information, completion of the 

pedigree, creation of relationship matrices, candidate selection, candidate contribution 

optimization, and mate pair designing to provide an optimal mating list at the end (Goda & Isik, 

2022). Detailed R code is available at https://github.com/khushigoda/AgMate, and the ShinyApp 

version is available here: https://khushigoda.shinyapps.io/AgMate/.  

 

https://github.com/khushigoda/AgMate
https://khushigoda.shinyapps.io/AgMate/
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The input candidate list file for the AgMate software is a CSV file with five columns: 

Candidate ID, Parent 1, Parent 2, Index, and MaxUse. MaxUse is the number of crosses allowed 

for that specific individual. To avoid excessive relatedness in future generations, the MaxUse was 

set at 5 for all candidates. The 33 founder candidates were used to propose 51 optimal mate pairs, 

and the 51 candidates were used to propose 67 optimal mate pairs. These proposed mate pairs were 

compared to empirical data of realized mate pairs (mentioned above). This process was repeated 

using pedigree-based analysis and SNP markers. 

 

3.3.5 Expected genetic relationships derived from pedigree 

Auto-completion of pedigrees is an iterative process that uses a quick search and sort 

method to complete and order the pedigree of the candidates. It starts with the candidates in the 

input file and continues deep into the pedigree, adding all the missing individuals (mainly parents), 

above their progenies in the list. For parents without an index value, zeros are filled in.  

 

The completed candidate pedigree file was used to create a numerator relationship matrix 

(A matrix) using Henderson's (1976) recursive method (Mrode, 2014) in the AGHmatrix package 

(Amadeu et al., 2016), which is part of the AgMate software. The numerator relationship matrix 

(A) provides information about the coancestry (Wright, 1922) between any two candidates and the 

inbreeding level of each candidate (Falconer & Mackay, 1996). The pedigree-based inbreeding 

and coancestry estimates were calculated from the completed pedigree A matrix using the AgMate 

software. 
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3.3.6 Realized genomic relationships derived from SNP markers 

The founders and ACE 1 population individually acted as candidate lists to generate the 

optimal mating lists for the next generation. Since the large number of SNPs can be used to 

estimate the relatedness between genotyped individuals (Isik et al., 2017), no auto-completion of 

pedigree was carried out. The genomic realized relationship matrix (G matrix) was computed via 

the VanRaden (2008) method using the AGHmatrix package incorporated into AgMate software. 

The genomic-based inbreeding and coancestry estimates were calculated from the G matrix using 

the AgMate software. The G matrix was calculated as such (VanRaden, 2008):  

 

𝐺 =
𝑍𝑍′

2 ∑ 𝑝𝑖(1 − 𝑝𝑖)
                                         𝐸𝑞3.1 

 

where 𝑝𝑖 is the allele frequency at locus i, 𝑍𝑍′ gives the number of shared SNP alleles of 

two individuals, where 𝑍′ is the transpose of 𝑍. Dividing 𝑍𝑍′ by 2 ∑ 𝑝𝑖 (1 − 𝑝𝑖) makes the G 

matrix analogous to A matrix, where 2 ∑ 𝑝𝑖 (1 − 𝑝𝑖) is twice the sum of the heterozygosity of the 

markers (Forni et al., 2011; VanRaden, 2008). The genomic-based inbreeding and coancestry 

estimates were calculated from the completed G matrix using the AgMate software.  

 

3.3.7 Optimal mating 

Optimization of candidate contribution and selection was done simultaneously using a 

differential evolution algorithm (DE) (Storn & Price, 1997). Detailed explanations of the 

framework of DE to create optimal matings are outlined in Goda and Isik (2022), Kerr et al. (2015), 

Kinghorn & Shepherd (1999), and Yoshida et al. (2017). The DE optimization process works 

iteratively to create numerous mate pairs and tests the robustness of the mating list using an 
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objective function, swapping out mate pairs to increase the strength of the mating list. DEoptim 

(Mullen et al., 2011) package, incorporated into the AgMate software, was used to run the DE 

analysis. The same process was used to optimize pedigree-based and genomic-based analysis. Two 

user inputs are required for the optimization: coancestry constraint and the number of mate pairs.  

 

A stringent coancestry constraint was set at 0.075 after observing the relatedness among 

the candidates, i.e., if any two candidates had relatedness of more than 0.075, they were not 

allowed to mate. This stringent constraint of not allowing any self (expected coancestry of 0.5), 

full-sibs (expected coancestry of 0.25), half-sibs (expected coancestry of 0.125), or any other 

closely related candidates to mate with each other, helps ensure the long-term management of 

inbreeding. Note that due to the nature of G matrices, the expected coancestry values will vary 

slightly, for example, the expected coancestry of half-sibs can be more than or less than 0.125 

depending on the level of homozygosity observed in the SNPs of the siblings (Isik et al., 2017). 

The number of mate pairs to be designed from the two candidate lists was set at 51 and 67 for 

founders and the ACE1 population, respectively.  

 

The robustness of the mating lists is evaluated based on an objective function. DE aims to 

find an optimal solution to the objective function. The following objective function, which includes 

all the factors of importance like genetic gain, inbreeding, and coancestry (Kinghorn et al., 1999), 

was used:  

 

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝑤1𝑥′𝐺 + 𝑤2
𝑥′𝑅𝑀𝑥

2
+ 𝑤3�̅� 𝐸𝑞 3.2 
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where 𝑥 is the contribution vector of the parents, 𝐺 is a vector of the parent's estimated 

breeding values (EBVs), 𝑅𝑀 stands for relationship matrix, i.e. A matrix for pedigree-based 

analysis and G matrix for genomic-based analysis, and �̅� is the mean inbreeding coefficient in 

progeny. 𝑥′𝐺 gives the total genetic gain expected from the progeny, 
𝑥′𝑅𝑀𝑥

2
 is the coancestry of 

selected parents, and 𝑤1,  𝑤2 and  𝑤3 are weights applied to genetic gain, coancestry and progeny 

inbreeding, respectively. The  𝑤2 and  𝑤3 are usually negative weights which penalize mating lists 

with high progeny inbreeding levels and parental coancestry, resulting in these mating lists having 

a low score. Thus, through the recursive DE algorithm, after searching the entire search space for 

possible mating lists and ranking them based on their scores, only the highest-ranking mating list 

which satisfies all constraints will be selected as the optimal mating list. The final output mating 

list is a list of proposed mate pairs with their expected mid-parent index breeding values.  

 

3.3.8 Estimation of coefficients of coancestry from mating lists 

The coefficient of coancestry and inbreeding coefficients were computed from the resulting 

mating lists. Since the genomic relationship matrix was analogous to the numerator relationship 

matrix derived from pedigree, the same computing methodologies were used. The genomic and 

numerator relationship matrices provide information about the coancestry between any two 

candidates and the inbreeding level of each individual candidate.  

 

The coefficient of coancestry, θ, between two candidates is the likelihood that two alleles, one from 

each candidate, taken at random from the same locus are identical by descent (IBD) (Wright, 1922). The 

coancestry between two individual candidates, x and y, is the average of the coancestry between candidate 
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x and y parents, ab and cd, respectively (Eq 3). The off-diagonal values in the relationship matrices are the 

coancestry between any two individuals.  

 

 𝜃𝑎𝑏 =  
1

4
 (𝜃𝑎𝑐 + 𝜃𝑎𝑑 + 𝜃𝑏𝑐 + 𝜃𝑏𝑑)                   𝐸𝑞 3.3 

 

The coefficient of inbreeding, Fx, is the likelihood that two alleles from the same locus of the same 

individual are IBD (Falconer & Mackay, 1996). The inbreeding coefficient of an individual is the sum of 

all unique pathways from individual candidate x to the common ancestor A, with n being the number of 

individuals along the pathway (Eq 4). The diagonal values in relationship matrices estimate the inbreeding 

levels of any given individual. Since the coefficient of inbreeding for an individual is equal to the coefficient 

of coancestry between its parents, the progeny inbreeding levels as estimated as such for both pedigree- and 

genomic-based analysis.  

𝐹𝑥 = ∑ (
1

2
)

𝑛

(1 + 𝐹𝐴)                                          𝐸𝑞 3.4 

 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

This study is novel for forest tree breeding because, to our knowledge, first of its kind to 

utilize realized genomic relationships through differential evolution (DE) algorithm (Storn & 

Price, 1997) to create optimal mating lists that maximize genetic gain while managing genetic 

diversity. Two different empirical data sets of candidate lists from two non-overlapping 

generations of Pinus taeda were used to create optimized mating lists through the AgMate software 

(Goda & Isik, 2022). This study showed that the optimization of candidate selection and 

contribution to design mate-pairs and create optimal mating lists for breeding of Pinus taeda was 

more efficient when realized genomic relationships, the G matrix, were used instead of expected 

genetic relationships from pedigree records.  
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3.4.1 Maximizing genetic gain while preserving genetic diversity 

No substantial difference was observed in the average progeny index values of optimal 

mating lists produced by pedigree-based or genomic-based analysis using AgMate (Figure 3.1). 

For the founders to ACE1 analysis, 1.62% and 1.68% increase in the average progeny index values 

were observed for the A matrix and the G matrix proposed optimal mating lists, respectively. 

Likewise, a similar increase of about 1.48% and 1.41% was observed for the ACE1 to ACE2 

population using the A matrix and the G matrix, respectively. Due to the small population of 

candidates for the founder population (only 33) and for the ACE1 population (51), selection and 

contributions options in the application of the DE algorithm are limited. Even with the limitations, 

both approaches managed to result in gain from the candidate populations. This is in line with the 

results reported in Schierenbeck et al. (2011), which observed the same trends in genetic gain 

despite the differences in genomic and pedigree relationships of their bull population.  

 

Optimization by the G matrix was better able to preserve genetic diversity compared to 

optimization by the A matrix. For the ACE2 proposed mating list of 67 mate pairs, the complete 

pedigree was 147 individuals for the G matrix-based analysis and 133 for the A matrix-based 

analysis. Even with the given small population size of 51 candidates in the ACE1 population and 

the resulting similar levels of increase in genetic gain, using the G matrix, AgMate software 

designed mate pairs which resulted in 14 more individuals in the pedigree than when using the A 

matrix. For the founder's candidate list of only 33 candidates, AgMate produced the mating lists 

with a complete pedigree of 80 individuals when utilizing the A matrix and 86 individuals when 

utilizing the G matrix. Study by Schierenbeck et al. (2011) also observed that more sires ended up 

being selected when decisions were made based on genomic relationships, compared to those made 
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using pedigree relationships. When an inbreeding constraint was placed on genomic relationships, 

the number of sires selected was 35, but when a comparable constraint was placed on the expected 

genetic relationship, only 21 sires were selected (Schierenbeck et al., 2011). One reason for this 

can be that since the realized genomic matrices identify relatedness more accurately, the 

optimization algorithm is able to utilize this information and create more diverse mate pairs. 

Having a wider variety of individuals present in the resulting mating indicates that more unique 

candidates are contributing to the future gene pool and thus preserving the genetic diversity for the 

long term. Since the G matrix is utilized to produce these diverse mating lists, it is expected that 

the individuals mated will be less related. Moreover, the analysis would provide complete and 

correct genetic relationships of the proposed mate pairs. This is not the case for the A matrix 

derived from pedigree records. From these results, it is evident that with bigger population sizes 

and more diverse candidates, optimization by the G matrix would be better than using the A matrix 

to maximize genetic gain and manage genetic diversity long term.  

 

3.4.2 Coancestry levels in proposed mating lists 

In both populations, utilizing realized genomic relationships (G matrix) resulted in an 

optimal mating list with lower average coancestry levels compared to using pedigree-derived 

genetic relationships (A matrix) (Figure 3.2). While both methods were successful in constraining 

the coancestry levels to be less than 0.075, the utilization of the G matrix resulted in the average 

coancestry levels being lower by 18.5% than the A matrix average coancestry levels for the 

founders to ACE1 population. Optimal mating lists produced by AgMate were validated by 

MateSel. The average coancestry levels for the full pedigree of resulting progenies were 

comparable. For the ACE1 mating list proposed by AgMate, average coancestry levels were 
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slightly higher by 0.004 than that by MateSel, however, for the ACE2 mating list, AgMate 

produced the mating list with lower coancestry levels by 0.006 than that by MateSel.  

  

SNP markers are powerful to capture the amount of genome shared between two 

individuals (Howard et al., 2017). For example, for full-sibs, the expected covariance between 

them is 0.5, but the realized genomic covariance can be more or less than 0.5 (Isik et al., 2017). In 

a study on bulls, the estimated association of kinship coefficients from marker data and relationship 

coefficients from pedigree data was only 0.53 (Pimentel et al., 2011). Relationship coefficients 

calculated from pedigree also fail to account for the variation in relationships among similarly 

related candidates, while marker information accounts is more precise in accounting for this 

relatedness in the relationship coefficients (Schorki, 2001). As the genomic SNP markers capture 

more information about the relatedness between any two individuals (Pimentel et al., 2011; 

Schierenbeck et al., 2011), utilizing realized genomic matrices (G matrix) allows for the algorithm 

to account for this relatedness and thus have better management of coancestry levels in the 

proposed mating lists. Having lower coancestry levels in the designed mating lists means that the 

chosen mate pairs are not only less related to each other, but the predicted progeny would also be 

less related to other individuals in the populations, this translates to preservation of genetic 

diversity for the long-term. Since the genetic gain observed for both the A and G matrices is very 

similar for the population in this study, it is more efficient for breeding programs to utilize genomic 

relationships for better long-term management of relatedness and diversity in the population. A 

study by Pryce et al. (2012) showed that the use of genomic rather than pedigree relationships in 

mate pair designing resulted in almost twice the reduction in progeny homozygosity compared 

with random mating; this additional reduction in genomic inbreeding of 1 to 2% was worth $5 to 
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$10 for Australian Profit Ranking. According to our knowledge, how the coancestry levels affect 

conifer, and more specifically Pinus taeda, economically is yet to be studied. However, having 

high levels of average coancestry, as observed in the pedigree-based analysis, would result in a 

rapid loss of genetic diversity and, in turn, result in a loss in genetic gain over time due to the 

accumulation of deleterious alleles in the population.  

 

3.4.3 Management of inbreeding levels in the mating lists 

Figure 3.3 shows the average inbreeding values for each of the optimal mating lists from 

pedigree and genomic-based approaches for the two different data sets. The G matrix-based 

inbreeding estimates were slightly higher than those obtained from pedigree-based information. 

The candidate list of founders and ACE1 population, measured using A matrix, had no inbreeding 

recorded, assuming the parents in the mating are genetically not related to each other. Mating lists 

proposed by AgMate showed the ACE1 mating list had an estimated inbreeding level of 0.004, 

and the ACE2 mating list had an estimated inbreeding level of 0.01. The estimated inbreeding 

level estimated from the A matrix was zero for the ACE1 mating list and 0.003 for the ACE2 

mating list. The main reason for these differences is that SNP marker data can capture more 

information about the IBS alleles in the individuals than the expected genetic relationships 

measured from pedigree records (Isik et al. 2017). There could be a presence of inbreeding in the 

candidates that is not captured by the expected genetic relationships used to estimate the coefficient 

of inbreeding for the candidate list but are observed when realized genomic relationships are 

computed for the mating list. The higher estimates can also be explained by variation due to 

Mendelian inheritance captured by realized genomic relationships, which cannot be accounted for 

in pedigree-based expected genetic relationships (Hill & Weir, 2011). Additionally, inbreeding 
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estimates obtained by considering SNP-by-SNP basis (IBS) result in higher values than other 

estimators because they cannot distinguish between IBD and IBS, though they still capture more 

relatedness information. The difference is roughly a constant. For a single locus, IBS = IBD + (1 

-IBD)(p2 + q2), where p and q are the allele frequencies that vanish when computing the rates of 

inbreeding (Toro et al., 2011). However, genomic relationships provide more precise control of 

the genomic inbreeding than pedigree-based relationships (Sonesson et al., 2010). Genomic 

information, including SNP markers and genomic estimated breeding values, combined with an 

advanced method for selection response and constraining the relationships among candidates helps 

to balance genetic gain and inbreeding in a long-term (König et al., 2009). A study of the use of 

genomic or pedigree relationships by Sun et al. (2013) on Holstein bulls reported that using 

genomic relationship information instead of pedigree information resulted in a larger decrease in 

expected progeny inbreeding and thus greater expected progeny value.  

 

On top of capturing the missing relatedness due to Mendelian segregation, realized 

genomic relationships also eliminate the gaps caused by inaccurate or incomplete pedigrees 

(Schierenbeck et al., 2011; Schorki, 2001). In a breeding population, multiple generations are 

needed to capture the same level of detailed genetic relationships as DNA markers. Pedigree-based 

genetic relationships are constrained to end even though they may run deep to include many 

generations into the history of the population. When completing the pedigrees, all known 

ancestors, going back to the earliest known generation recorded, are added with the assumption 

that all known ancestors or founders are unrelated to each other (Forni et al., 2011). Any 

downstream analysis for later generations, like the estimation of inbreeding coefficients and the 

coefficients of coancestry, is then based on this assumption and follows the founder’s relatedness. 
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SNP loci shared between individuals revealed the long-known fact that many founders share genes 

identical by descent, and this results in deviations in the estimated relationships and inbreeding 

coefficients. Using marker data reveals more information and helps to capture the missing 

relatedness in the population (VanRaden, 2008). Pedigree errors could be prevalent in forest tree 

breeding programs because of their long logistically complex breeding cycles (Isik, 2014). This is 

also the case in animal breeding. Realized genomic relationships obtained from SNP markers have 

shown that the frequency of misidentified sires in pedigrees can be as high as 13.9% (Wiggans et 

al., 2012).  

 

Another genomic-based approach shown to capture relatedness between normally 

unrelated founders of the pedigree (Peripolli et al., 2017) is a segment-based approach called runs 

of homozygosity (ROH) (McQuillan et al., 2008). ROH is homozygous segments of SNPs that 

consider IBS segments rather than individual SNPs like the genomic-based SNP-by-SNP 

approach. In addition to taking into account the missing unrelatedness, ROH also considers the 

stochastic mechanism of the recombination (Keller et al., 2011) and the linkage disequilibrium 

(LD) between loci caused by the selection (Curik et al., 2014), that even the realized genomic 

relationships measured from SNP-by-SNP approach are unable to capture. The ROH could arise 

due to autozygosity, where the same chromosomal segment has been passed to an offspring from 

parents who inherited it from a common ancestor (Broman & Weber, 1999). Accordingly, ROH 

with an ancient origin is expected to be shorter because recombination from repeated meiosis 

breaks up IBD segments. On the other hand, ROH, due to recent inbreeding, is expected to be 

longer because the probability of breaking up IBD segments from recombination is reduced. While 

ROH has been shown to be effective in numerous animal breeding studies (Peripolli et al., 2017), 
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its effectiveness is yet to be studied in conifers. The absence of a comprehensive genetic map for 

Pinus taeda is the main shortfall for exploring the ROH approaches (Lauer & Isik, 2021). The 

inability to identify large enough ROH segments hinders the possibility of using this method to 

quantify inbreeding estimates for conifer forest trees. While researchers work to establish a high-

quality genetic map for Pinus taeda to allow the exploration of estimating ROH-based inbreeding, 

SNP-by-SNP genomic-based estimation of inbreeding is a powerful method for the management 

of the rate of inbreeding and genetic diversity in Pinus taeda.  

 

3.4.4 Comparisons of MateSel and AgMate software 

While MateSel performed better to optimize genetic gain, AgMate was better at preserving 

genetic diversity. Mating lists by MateSel resulted in a higher genetic gain of 6.94% for founders 

to ACE1. Since the realized ACE2 population planned with MateSel is still in a juvenile state, 

realized breeding values were not available for comparison. For the ACE1 designed by AgMate, 

86 individuals are present in the full pedigree, while only 83 individuals make up the full pedigree 

for MateSel. While the difference is small in the number of unique candidates used by AgMate, 

we believe that it is validated by MateSel that AgMate can optimize mating lists which maximize 

genetic gain while managing genetic diversity.   

 

Note that the founders, ACE1 and ACE2 population are made of realized crosses and that 

ACE1 and ACE2 crosses were designed using MateSel software. It should also be noted that while 

MateSel performed better in maximizing the genetic gain since the data set used was realized 

crosses, there could be manual curation and other factors in play that are unrelated to the 

optimization software that resulted in the better performance which we are unable to account for. 
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Using optimal mating software combined with breeders' knowledge and curation of the breeding 

population is a powerful method to optimize genetic gain and conserve diversity for the long-term 

success of breeding programs.  

 

For the majority of the optimal mating lists, AgMate was able to select candidates and 

propose mate pairs such that inbreeding levels were maintained at zero, and no increase was 

observed from the candidate population inbreeding level. These inbreeding estimates were 

comparable to those observed from MateSel too, but MateSel was better able to manage inbreeding 

for the same population. For example, for the mating list created for ACE2 from ACE1, the 

inbreeding level from MateSel was 0.001, while it was 0.01 for the AgMate using the same G 

matrix. Higher penalizing weight on inbreeding in progeny component in the AgMate optimizing 

objective function can help better manage inbreeding levels.  

 

AgMate and MateSel performed comparably with the optimizing of average coancestry 

levels. For the ACE1 mating list by AgMate, the coancestry level was at 0.024, while for MateSel, 

it was slightly lower at 0.02. On the contrary, for the ACE2 mating list, AgMate resulted in the 

average coancestry being 0.028, which was lower than that of the mating list created by MateSel, 

which was 0.034. Coancestry levels for the full pedigree of the mating list is bound to increase 

from the candidate list, as parents and progeny relatedness adds to the overall coancestry levels. 

Managing this increase in the average coancestry such that it is minimized is essential for the long-

term success of breeding programs.  
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The differences observed in mating lists proposed by AgMate and MateSel are due to 

numerous reasons pertaining to the nature of the analysis and software.  First, the weights of the 

components used in the objective function vary, and this plays a vital role in the type of mating 

lists created. Second, the differential evolution algorithm applied in both the software is an 

evolutionary algorithm that does not guarantee to provide the global optimum solution every run 

but is one of the most effective global optimization methods (Storn & Price, 1997). Third, 

differences in the results between the two software can also be accounted to different 

functionalities, like converge method, termination process, etc. Despite these caveats, AgMate was 

efficient in maximizing genetic gain while managing the coancestry in the proposed mating list of 

Pinus taeda. 

 

3.4.5 Future direction 

This study is a proof of concept that realized genomic relationships are more efficient than 

expected genetic relationships for the management of relatedness in future generations of Pinus 

taeda. Genomic matrix (G) (Gianola & van Kaam, 2008; VanRaden, 2008) can be calculated by 

different methods, and numerous studies have studied the relatedness and comparison of the G 

matrix and A matrix. While the G matrix used in this study was analogous to the A matrix, further 

research needs to be carried out to test the compatibility of the matrices and understand how the 

different computation of genomic matrices using SNPs affects the optimization goals. Having 

compatible A and G matrices makes estimation, evaluation, and comparison of results more 

effective. Legarra et al. (2009) and Misztal et al. (2009) have proposed the integration of the A 

matrix and G matrix into a single matrix (H). Since the genomic relationships need to be computed 

from the base population, and it is not likely that entire populations can be genotyped, the H matrix 

can help to capture more information and optimize selection more effectively. Besides the 
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computation of H and replacing the A or G matrices in the optimization algorithm, no further 

modifications will be required for the AgMate software. In another case, Wang studied the 

flexibility of the combination of pedigree-based and marker data-based optimization to allow for 

a broad variety of aspects to maintain genetic diversity. For a small diploid population, an approach 

was proposed and simulated to optimize within- and between- family selections simultaneously by 

using the marker and pedigree information, thus minimizing the rate of inbreeding or genetic drift 

(Wang, 2001). Capturing genetic variation within-family could further to maintain genetic 

diversity long-term while increase the response to selection in Pinus taeda breeding. 

 

3.5 Conclusion 

Breeding programs for monoecious forest tree species that suffer from inbreeding 

depression, should invest in genomic-based methods to help better balance the goals of 

maximizing genetic diversity while minimizing the rate of inbreeding in future generations. In this 

study, we observed that for the same population of candidates of Pinus taeda, the genetic gain, 

measured as the average mid-parent breeding values for the designed mate pairs, did not get 

affected by using realized genomic relationships instead of pedigree-derived relationships. 

However, using realized genomic relationships resulted in better management of relatedness 

between chosen candidates and resulted in a lower rate of inbreeding in the optimal mating lists 

when compared to pedigree-based relationships. More research into the effects of different 

parameters like population size, methods to estimate breeding values, within-family selections and 

type of genomic relationships matrices used need to be investigated individually and in a combined 

setting for a deeper understanding of how realized genomic relationship helps in optimizing 

matings, especially for Pinus taeda.   
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Figure 3.1:  

Comparison of progeny index from pedigree-based and genomic-based analysis using 

AgMate. Distribution of candidates and progenies from two different data sets: founders to ACE1 

and ACE1 to ACE2, is shown. Both the resulting mating lists from the A matrix and the G matrix 

showed similar average progeny index. 
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Figure 3.2:  

Comparison of average coancestry of resulting mating lists from pedigree-based and 

genomic-based analysis by AgMate. The average coancestry is calculated for complete pedigrees. 

Two scenarios are shown: Founders to ACE1 and ACE1 to ACE2. The genomic-based approach 

using the G matrix was able to better manage the increase in coancestry than the pedigree-based 

approach using the A matrix. Realized mating list show results from analysis using the G matrix 

by MateSel and manual curation. No scenario broke the coancestry constraint of 0.075 (dotted 

line).   
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Figure 3.3:  

Comparison of progeny inbreeding levels of resulting mating lists from pedigree-based and 

genomic-based analysis by AgMate. Two scenarios are shown: Founders to ACE1 and ACE1 to 

ACE2. The genomic-based approach using the G matrix was able to capture more information 

about inbreeding levels in progeny than the pedigree-based approach using the A matrix. The 

realized mating list shows the results from analysis using the G matrix by MateSel and manual 

curation.  
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Figure 3.4:  

Heatmap of A matrix from pedigree-based analysis by AgMate. Two scenarios are shown: 

Founders to ACE1 and ACE1 to ACE2. Candidates and progeny from the proposed crosses of the 

optimal mating lists are shown. The darker the color of the cell, the more related the individuals 

are.   
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Appendix A: AgMate Code 

########################################################################### 

########################################################################### 

###                                                                     ### 

### AgMate Code                                                         ### 

### Written By: Khushi Goda, PhD Candidate, NCSU                        ### 

### Tree Improvement Program`                                           ### 

########################################################################### 

########################################################################### 

 

########################################################################### 

### Library Packages  ### 

########################################################################### 

 

library(shinydashboard) 

library(pedigree) 

library(AGHmatrix) 

library(plyr) 

library(fastmatch) 

library(ggplot2) 

library(DEoptim) 

library(splitstackshape) 

library(shiny) 

library(shinyFiles) 

library(shinyjs) 

library(shinyvalidate) 

library(shinyalert) 

library(tidyverse) 

 

########################################################################### 

### Global Variables  ### 

########################################################################### 

 

sorted_output_filename = "Pedigree.csv" 

sorted_output_filename2 = "AMatrix.csv" 

output_filename = "Mating_List.csv" 

output_filename_optimized = "Mating_List_Optimized.csv" 

output_logfile2 = "Log_Part2.txt" 

output_logfile1 = "Log_Part1.txt" 

next_round_file_name <- "Input_Next_Round.csv" 

graph1_filename <- "Density.png" 

graph2_filename <- "Index.png" 

graph_stats_data <- data.frame(matrix(ncol = 2, nrow = 2)) 

 

glo_parents_list <- "" 
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glo_AMatrix <- "" 

glo_ebvweight <- 0 

glo_progenyinbreedingweight <- 0 

glo_parentalcoaweight <- 0 

glo_numberbabies <- 0 

glo_amatrixcutoff <- 0 

glo_iterations <- 0 

glo_plot1 <- 0 

glo_plot2 <- 0 

 

########################################################################### 

### Part 1 Functions  ### 

########################################################################### 

 

########################################################################### 

### Function to check validity of files uploaded for Part 1 input       ### 

########################################################################### 

 

checkFiles_part1 <- function(selection_list, reference_list, x) { 

   

  error1 <- "Candidate file needs to have the following columns at least: 'CandidateID', 'Parent1', 

'Parent2', and 'Index'. Please upload an appropriate candidate file." 

  error2 <- "Reference file needs to have the following columns at least: 'ID', 'Parent1', and 

'Parent2'. Please upload an appropriate reference file." 

  success <- "1" 

   

  #case x = 1 is when only selection file is given and reference file = selection file 

  if (x == 1) { 

    if (ncol(selection_list) < 4) { 

      return(error1) 

    } 

    else { 

      if (names(selection_list)[1] == "CandidateID" & names(selection_list)[2] == "Parent1" & 

names(selection_list)[3] == "Parent2" & names(selection_list)[4] == "Index") 

        return(success) 

      else 

        return(error1) 

    } 

  } 

  #case x = 2 is when both selection and reference files are given 

  if (x==2) { 

    if (ncol(reference_list) < 3) { 

      return(error2) 

    } 

    else if (!(ncol(selection_list) == 1 | ncol(selection_list) >= 4)) { 

      return(error1) 
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    } 

    else { 

      if (names(selection_list)[1] == "CandidateID" & names(selection_list)[2] == "Parent1" & 

names(selection_list)[3] == "Parent2" & names(selection_list)[4] == "Index") 

        if (names(reference_list)[1] == "ID" & names(reference_list)[2] == "Parent1" & 

names(reference_list)[3] == "Parent2") 

          return(success) 

        else 

          return(error2) 

      else 

        return(error1) 

       

    } 

  } 

} 

 

########################################################################### 

### Function to generate A Matrix for the given candidate file          ### 

########################################################################### 

 

generate_AMatrix <- function(selection_list,reference_list,progress, output) { 

  if (ncol(selection_list) == 1) { 

    names(selection_list)[1] <- "CandidateID" 

    namevector <- c("Parent1", "Parent2", "Index") 

    selection_list[, namevector] <- NA 

    for (i in nrow(selection_list)) { 

      j <- which(reference_list[,1] == selection_list[i,1]) 

      if (is.integer(j) && length(j) > 0) { 

        selection_list[i,2] = as.character(reference_list[j,2]) 

        selection_list[i,3] = as.character(reference_list[j,3]) 

      } 

    } 

  } 

  else { 

    names(selection_list)[1] <- "CandidateID" 

    names(selection_list)[2] <- "Parent1" 

    names(selection_list)[3] <- "Parent2" 

    names(selection_list)[4] <- "Index" 

  } 

   

  names(reference_list)[1] <- "CandidateID" 

  names(reference_list)[2] <- "Parent1" 

  names(reference_list)[3] <- "Parent2" 

  #names(reference_list)[4] <- "Index" 

   

  selection_list$Parent1[which(selection_list$Parent1==0)] <- NA 
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  selection_list$Parent2[which(selection_list$Parent2==0)] <- NA 

  reference_list$Parent1[which(reference_list$Parent1==0)] <- NA    

  reference_list$Parent2[which(reference_list$Parent2==0)] <- NA      

  numberIndividualsOriginal <- nrow(selection_list) 

   

  while (1) 

  { 

    #count number of individuals in the file before, and compare with after at the end 

    numberIndividualsBefore <- nrow(selection_list) 

    #adding missing founders/parents not in the selection col1 to the sorted input file col1 

    #ensure no duplication in adding the founders/parents to col1  

    selection_list_complete <- unique(add.Inds(selection_list)[ , 1:3]) 

    reference_list_complete <- unique(add.Inds(reference_list)[ , 1:3]) 

     

    #Individuals checked with entire database/reference file to ensure missing information(in this 

case parents parents (grandparents)) included.  

    for(i in 1:nrow(selection_list_complete)) 

    { 

      progress$inc(1/nrow(selection_list_complete), detail=paste("Auto Completion of Pedigree")) 

      if( (is.na(selection_list_complete[i,2])) & (is.na(selection_list_complete[i,3]))) { 

        j <- which(reference_list[,1] == selection_list_complete[i,1]) 

        if (is.integer(j) && length(j) > 0) { 

          selection_list_complete[i,2] = as.character(reference_list[j,2]) 

          selection_list_complete[i,3] = as.character(reference_list[j,3]) 

        } 

      } 

    } 

    #after adding founders/parents and filling in their parents(grandparents) sorted again 

    #deciding the order and sorting sccording to the order 

    selection_list_complete <- selection_list_complete[order(orderPed(selection_list_complete)),] 

    reference_list_complete <- 

reference_list_complete[order(orderPed(reference_list_complete)),] 

    if (numberIndividualsBefore == nrow(selection_list_complete)) { 

      break 

    } 

    selection_list <- selection_list_complete 

    reference_list <- reference_list_complete 

  }   

  #end of loop 

   

  #computing the numerator A matrix using AGHmatrix package applying Henderson 

  selection_list_complete[is.na(selection_list_complete)] <-0      #NA for unknown parents 

changed back to 0 

  #reference_list_complete[is.na(reference_list_complete)] <-0      #NA for unknown parents 

changed back to 0 
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  progress$set(message = "Running Part 1", value = 0) 

  progress$inc(0.5, detail=paste("Generating A Matrix")) 

   

  #get numerator A matrix 

  selection_list_A <- Amatrix(data = selection_list_complete, ploidy = 2) 

  #reference_list_A <- Amatrix(data = reference_list_complete, ploidy = 2)  

   

  progress$set(message = "Running Part 1", value = 0) 

  progress$inc(0.5, detail=paste("Writing Output to Files")) 

   

  write.csv(selection_list_A, row.names=FALSE, file = sorted_output_filename2 ) 

   

  progress$set(message = "Running Part 1", value = 0) 

  progress$inc(0.5, detail=paste("Calculating Statistics")) 

   

  #computing the population inbreeding coefficient and the group coancestry. 

  str5 <- calculate_coefficients(selection_list_A, "") 

   

  selection_list_complete$inbreeding_coeff <- 0 

  selection_list_complete$coancestry_coeff <- 0 

   

  for (i in 1:nrow(selection_list_complete))  

  { 

    selection_list_complete[i,4] <- selection_list_A[i,i]-1 

    par1 <- selection_list_complete[i,2] 

    par2 <- selection_list_complete[i,3] 

    if (par1 != 0 && par2 != 0) { 

      index1 <- match(par1, colnames(selection_list_A)) 

      index2 <- match(par2, colnames(selection_list_A)) 

      selection_list_complete[i,5] <- selection_list_A[index1, index2]  / 2 

    } 

  } 

   

  #only print selected columns in pedigree file 

  write.csv(selection_list_complete[,c("CandidateID", "Parent1", "Parent2")], 

row.names=FALSE, file = sorted_output_filename) 

   

  numberIndividualsAfter <- nrow(selection_list_complete) 

 

  strtitle <- paste("Outputs saved in the folder") 

  strtitlestrong <- strong(strtitle) 

   

  str0 <- paste("Complete Pedigree is saved as ", sorted_output_filename, sep="") 

  str001 <- paste("Numerator Relationship Matrix (", sep="") 

  str002 <- strong(paste("A"),sep="") 

  str003 <- paste(" Matrix) file is saved as ", sorted_output_filename2, sep="") 
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  str000strong <- paste(str001, str002, str003) 

  str000 <- paste("Numerator Relationship Matrix (A Matrix) file is saved as ", 

sorted_output_filename2, sep="") 

  str00 <- paste("Log File is saved as ", output_logfile1, sep="") 

   

  str1 <- paste("Candidate file statistics") 

  str1strong <- strong(str1) 

  str2 <- paste("Original Number of Individuals: ", numberIndividualsOriginal, sep="") 

  str3 <- paste("Final Number of Individuals: ", numberIndividualsAfter, sep="") 

  str4 <- paste("Number of Individuals Added: ", numberIndividualsAfter - 

numberIndividualsOriginal, sep="") 

  estr <- paste("") 

  nstr <- paste("\n") 

   

  str5split <- strsplit(str5, split='<br/>') 

   

  str5merged <- paste(str5split[[1]][1], nstr, str5split[[1]][2], nstr, str5split[[1]][3], nstr, 

str5split[[1]][5], nstr, str5split[[1]][6], nstr, str5split[[1]][7]) 

   

  logfile_text <- paste(nstr, str1, nstr, str2, nstr, str3, nstr, str4, nstr, str5merged, nstr, strtitle, nstr, 

str0, nstr, str000, nstr, str00, nstr) 

   

  logfile <- file(output_logfile1) 

  write(as.character(logfile_text), logfile, append=TRUE) 

  close(logfile) 

   

  HTML(paste(estr, str1strong, estr, str2, str3, str4, estr, str5, strtitlestrong, estr, str1, estr, str0, 

str000strong, str00, estr, sep='<br/>')) 

} 

 

########################################################################### 

### Function to calculcate inbreeding and coacnestry coefficients       ### 

########################################################################### 

 

calculate_coefficients <- function (list_A, message_string) { 

  inbreeding_coeff <- sum_coeff <- count_coeff <- 0 

  inbreeding_max <- coancestry_max <- 0 

  inbreeding_min <- coancestry_min <- 100 

   

  for (i in 1:nrow(list_A)) 

  { 

    inbreeding_coeff <- inbreeding_coeff + list_A[i,i] 

    if (list_A[i,i] > inbreeding_max) { 

      inbreeding_max <- list_A[i,i] 

    } 

    if (list_A[i,i] < inbreeding_min) { 
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      inbreeding_min <- list_A[i,i] 

    } 

    #lower triangle only 

    for(j in 1:i)  

    { 

      sum_coeff <- sum_coeff + list_A[i,j] 

      count_coeff <- count_coeff + 1 

       

      if ((list_A[i,j]/2) >= coancestry_max && i!=j)  { 

        coancestry_max <- list_A[i,j] / 2 

      }   

      if (list_A[i,j] < coancestry_min && i!=j) { 

        coancestry_min <- list_A[i,j] / 2 

      }   

    } 

  } 

  #removing values of principal diagonal 

  sum_coeff <- sum_coeff - inbreeding_coeff 

  count_coeff <- count_coeff - nrow(list_A) 

   

  count_rows <- nrow(list_A) 

  coa_matrix <- list_A[lower.tri(list_A)] 

  inbreeding_vector <- diag(list_A) 

  inbreeding_vector <- inbreeding_vector - 1 

   

  print("COA") 

  print(mean(coa_matrix)/2) 

  print((sd(coa_matrix)/2) / sqrt(count_rows)) 

   

  print("INBREEDING") 

  print(mean(inbreeding_vector)) 

  print((sd(inbreeding_vector)) / sqrt(count_rows)) 

   

  #calculating inbreeding coefficient and coancestry coefficient 

  inbreeding_coeff <- as.double(inbreeding_coeff / nrow(list_A))-1 

  coancestry_coeff <- (sum_coeff / count_coeff) / 2 

   

  inbreeding_coeff <- signif(inbreeding_coeff,4) 

  coancestry_coeff <- signif(coancestry_coeff,4) 

   

  #inbreeding and coancestry of both selection and reference files, average max, min (should be 0) 

  str11 <- paste("Average Inbreeding Coeffecient: ", inbreeding_coeff, sep="") 

  str21 <- paste("Max Inbreeding Coeffecient: ", inbreeding_max-1, sep="") 

  str31 <- paste("Min Inbreeding Coeffecient: ", inbreeding_min-1, sep="") 

   

  str41 <- paste("Average Coancestry Coeffecient: ", coancestry_coeff, sep="") 
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  str51 <- paste("Max Coancestry Coeffecient: ", coancestry_max, sep="") 

  str61 <- paste("Min Coancestry Coeffecient: ", coancestry_min, sep="") 

  estr <- paste("") 

 

  if (message_string == "Selection File") 

  { 

    graph_stats_data[1,1] <<- coancestry_coeff 

    graph_stats_data[1,2] <<- inbreeding_coeff 

     

  }   

   

  else if (message_string == "Mating List File") 

  { 

    graph_stats_data[2,1] <<- coancestry_coeff 

    graph_stats_data[2,2] <<- inbreeding_coeff 

     

  }   

   

  else 

    return (HTML(paste(str11,str21,str31,estr,str41,str51,str61,estr, sep='<br/>'))) 

} 

 

########################################################################### 

### Function to check validity of files uploaded for Part 2 input       ### 

########################################################################### 

 

checkFiles_part2 <- function (filedata)  

{ 

  error1 <- "Candidate file needs to have the following columns at least: 'CandidateID', 'Parent1', 

'Parent2', 'Index', 'MaxUse'. Please upload an appropriate candidate file" 

  success <- "1" 

   

  if (names(filedata)[1] == "CandidateID" & names(filedata)[2] == "Parent1" & names(filedata)[3] 

== "Parent2" & names(filedata)[4] == "Index" & names(filedata)[5] == "MaxUse") 

    return(success) 

  else 

    return(HTML(error1)) 

} 

 

run_omm_code <- function () 

{ 

  lower <- c(-10,-10) 

  upper <- -lower 

   

  iterations <- glo_iterations 
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  DEoptim(optimal_mating_solution,lower,upper,DEoptim.control(itermax = iterations)) 

   

} 

 

########################################################################### 

### Function to run the optimal mating solution (DE Algorithm)          ### 

########################################################################### 

 

optimal_mating_solution <- function (x) 

{ 

  parents_list <- glo_parents_list 

  AMatrix <- glo_AMatrix 

  ebvweight <- glo_ebvweight 

  progenyinbreedingweight <- glo_progenyinbreedingweight 

  parentalcoaweight <- glo_parentalcoaweight 

  numberbabies <- glo_numberbabies 

  amatrixcutoff <- glo_amatrixcutoff 

   

  progress <- shiny::Progress$new() 

  # Make sure it closes when we exit this reactive, even if there's an error 

  on.exit(progress$close()) 

   

  progress$set(message = "Running Optimal Mating Algorithm", value = 0) 

   

  parents_list$MaxUse <- ceiling(parents_list$MaxUse) 

   

  #editing parents_list such that we repeat entries per ID depending on the number of maxuse 

  A_list <- expandRows(parents_list, "MaxUse") 

  #parents_list <- expandRows(parents_list, "MaxUse") 

  #parents_list$MaxUse <- 1 

   

  file_babies <- sum(parents_list$MaxUse) 

  number_babies <- numberbabies 

   

  if (file_babies < number_babies) 

  { 

    print("Number of progeny requested in the program is more than the total of MaxUse for 

Parents") 

    return(1) 

     

  } 

  diff <- babies <- 0 

   

  #A_list <- parents_list 

   

  A_list$Sorting <- 0 
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  sort_col <- match("Sorting",names(A_list)) 

   

  for (i in 1:(number_babies*2)) 

  { 

    A_list[i,sort_col] <- runif(1, 0, 99)   

  } 

   

  A_list <- A_list[order(-A_list$Sorting),]  

   

  B_list <- subset(A_list, select = -c(Sorting)) 

   

  B_list <- B_list[order(-B_list$Index),] 

   

  #creating data frame for mating list 

  #initializing mating list matrix to 0 

  mating_list <- data.frame(matrix(nrow=nrow(A_list), ncol=nrow(B_list))) 

  mating_list[is.na(mating_list)] <- 0 

  mating_output <- data.frame(CandidateID= character(), Parent1= character(), Parent2= 

character(), Index=numeric(), Inbreeding_Coefficient=numeric(), 

Coancestry_Coefficient=numeric(), stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 

  mating_output_id <- 1 

   

  A_list$used <- B_list$used <- 0 

  parents_list$used <- 0 

   

  #prepare mating list 

  #1. figure out which parent2 to mate by taking the next available parent2 based on maxuse 

  #2. figure out which parent1 to mate by checking 3 conditions. 1. parent1 used < maxuse 2. not 

full sibs 3. unrelated parent1 and parent2 

  #3. even though this loop is for all babies that we want, it will only run till the value of min(sum 

of parent1_maxuse, sum of parent2_maxuse) 

  #4. B_list maxuse will be reached. A_list maxuse for some individuals will not be reached in this 

loop 

  #5. for the rest of the babies, next for loop 

   

  #initiate parent2_id to 0 

  #find parent2_id by taking the next available parent2 to mate 

  #if a parent2 has not been used as much as the maxuse of that parent2, then that is the parent2 we 

will mate 

  for (i in 1:nrow(A_list)) 

  { 

    parent2_id <- 0 

     

    tempi <- i 

    while (parent2_id == 0) 

    { 
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      #if (A_list$used[i] < 1) 

     

      if (A_list$used[i] < 1 && 

(parents_list$used[which(parents_list$CandidateID==A_list$CandidateID[i])] < 

parents_list$MaxUse[which(parents_list$CandidateID==A_list$CandidateID[i])])) 

      { 

        parent2_id <- i 

      }   

      i <- i + 1 

    } 

    i<- tempi 

     

    #if babies produced is more than what is required, then stop 

    if (babies >= number_babies) 

      break 

    else 

      progress$inc(1/nrow(number_babies), detail=paste("Running Optimal Mating Algorithm")) 

     

    #mate that parent2_id with the next suitable parent1  

    for (j in 1:parent2_id) 

    { 

      #find if suitable or not. 3 conditions 

      #1. if the parent1 has not been used upto the maxuse.  

      #2. if the parent1 has not mated with this parent2_id already.  

      #3. parent1 the parent2 are unrelated 

     

      if (B_list$used[j] >= 1) 

        next 

       

      if (parents_list$used[which(parents_list$CandidateID==B_list$CandidateID[j])] >= 

parents_list$MaxUse[which(parents_list$CandidateID==B_list$CandidateID[j])]) 

        next 

 

      if (unrelated(as.character(B_list[j,1]), as.character(A_list[parent2_id,1]), AMatrix, 

amatrixcutoff) == 0) 

        next 

      if (check_mated(mating_output, as.character(A_list[parent2_id,1]), as.character(B_list[j,1])) 

== 0) 

      { 

         

        #make the parent1 and parent2 mate 

        mating_list[parent2_id,j] = 1 

         

        #increase the used component of the parent1 and parent2 both by 1 

        B_list$used[j] = B_list$used[j] + 1 

        A_list$used[parent2_id] = A_list$used[parent2_id] + 1 
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        #added to make monoecious to count it double 

        A_list$used[j] = A_list$used[j] + 1 

        B_list$used[parent2_id] = B_list$used[parent2_id] + 1 

         

        col <- which(parents_list$CandidateID==B_list$CandidateID[j]) 

        row <- which(parents_list$CandidateID==A_list$CandidateID[parent2_id]) 

         

        parents_list$used[col] <- parents_list$used[col] + 1 

        parents_list$used[row] <- parents_list$used[row] + 1 

         

        #increase the count of babies we have had so far by 1 

        babies <- babies + 1 

         

        mating_output[mating_output_id, 1] <- paste("PB_", mating_output_id, sep='') 

        mating_output[mating_output_id, 2] <- as.character(A_list[parent2_id,1]) 

        mating_output[mating_output_id, 3] <- as.character(B_list[j,1]) 

        mating_output[mating_output_id, 4] <- (A_list$Index[parent2_id] + B_list$Index[j]) / 2 

         

        par0 <- mating_output[mating_output_id, 1] 

        par1 <- mating_output[mating_output_id, 2] 

        par2 <- mating_output[mating_output_id, 3] 

        index1 <- match(par1, colnames(AMatrix)) 

        index2 <- match(par2, colnames(AMatrix)) 

        mating_output[mating_output_id, 5] <- AMatrix[index1, index2] / 2 

         

        mating_output[mating_output_id, 6] <- AMatrix[index1, index2] / 2 

         

        mating_output_id <- mating_output_id + 1 

         

        break 

      } 

    } 

  } 

 

  return_list <- calculate_msi(A_list, B_list, mating_list, AMatrix, ebvweight, 

progenyinbreedingweight, parentalcoaweight) 

   

  write.csv(mating_output, row.names=FALSE, file = output_filename) 

   

  str0 <- paste("Completed creating Optimized Mating list. File saved as ", 

output_filename_optimized, sep="") 

  estr <- paste("") 

   

  return(-return_list$MSI) 

} 
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########################################################################### 

### Function to find if both parents are related or not                 ### 

### Args - first parent, second parent, A matrix of progeny, cutoff     ### 

### Returns 0 if related and 1 if not related                           ### 

########################################################################### 

 

unrelated <- function (first_parent, second_parent, AMatrix, amatrixcutoff) 

{ 

  a_matrix_cutoff <- amatrixcutoff 

  col <- which(colnames(AMatrix)==first_parent) 

  row <- which(colnames(AMatrix)==second_parent) 

  #check if that value is 0 (unrelated) or not (related) 

  if (AMatrix[row,col]/2 > a_matrix_cutoff) 

    return(0) 

  else 

    return(1) 

} 

 

########################################################################### 

### Function to calculate MSI of the mating list                        ### 

########################################################################### 

 

calculate_msi <- function (A_list, B_list, mating_list, AMatrix, ebvweight, 

progenyinbreedingweight, parentalcoaweight) 

{ 

  msi_total <- 0 

   

  #w1 

  #ebv_weight <- 1 

  ebv_weight <- ebvweight 

  #w2 

  #progeny_inbreeding_weight <- -0.1 

  progeny_inbreeding_weight <- progenyinbreedingweight 

  #w3 

  #parental_coa_weight <- -1 

  parental_coa_weight <- parentalcoaweight 

   

  #msi_part2 = (weight on progeny inbreeding) * (predicted progency mean inbreeding coefficient) 

  msi_part2 <- 0 

  numberOfMatings <- 0 

   

  mating_list$sumRow <- rowSums(mating_list) 

   

  for (i in 1:nrow(mating_list)) 

  { 
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    if (mating_list$sumRow[i] != 1) 

      next 

    for (j in 1:ncol(mating_list)) 

    { 

      if(mating_list[i,j] == 1) 

      { 

        A_list_name <- A_list$CandidateID[i] 

        B_list_name <- B_list$CandidateID[j] 

        AMatrix_A_index <- which(names(AMatrix) == A_list_name) 

        AMatrix_B_index <- which(names(AMatrix) == B_list_name) 

        msi_part2 <- msi_part2 + (AMatrix[AMatrix_A_index, AMatrix_B_index] / 2) 

        numberOfMatings <- numberOfMatings + 1 

        break 

      } 

    } 

  } 

   

  msi_part2 <- msi_part2 / numberOfMatings 

   

  #msi_part1 = (Weight on bgv) * (contribution of candidates vector prime) * (vector of EBV) 

  msi_part1 <- 0 

  for (i in 1:nrow(A_list)) 

    msi_part1 <- msi_part1 + (A_list$Index[i] * A_list$used[i]) 

  for (i in 1:nrow(B_list)) 

    msi_part1 <- msi_part1 + (B_list$Index[i] * B_list$used[i]) 

   

  #take average of EBV 

  msi_part1 <- msi_part1 / (2*numberOfMatings) 

   

  #msi_part3 = (weight on patrental COA / 2) * (contribution of candidates vector prime) * (A 

matrix of mating list) * (contribution of candidates vector) 

  msi_part3 <- 0 

  x_contribution <- data.frame(matrix(nrow=ncol(AMatrix),ncol=1)) 

  x_contribution_prime <- data.frame(matrix(ncol=ncol(AMatrix),nrow=1)) 

   

  for (i in 1:ncol(AMatrix)) 

  { 

    A_colname <- colnames(AMatrix[i]) 

    A_used <- A_list$used[which(A_list$CandidateID == A_colname)] 

    B_used <- B_list$used[which(B_list$CandidateID == A_colname)] 

    if( length(A_used) > 0 ) 

    { 

      x_contribution[i,1] <-  x_contribution_prime[1,i] <- 1 

    } 

    else if (length(B_used) > 0) 

    { 
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      x_contribution[i,1] <- x_contribution_prime[1,i] <- 1 

    } 

    else  

    { 

      x_contribution[i,1] <- x_contribution_prime[1,i] <- 0 

    } 

  } 

   

  x_contribution <- do.call(cbind, x_contribution) 

  x_contribution_prime <- do.call(cbind, x_contribution_prime) 

  AMatrix <- do.call(cbind, AMatrix) 

  resultant_matrix <- ((x_contribution_prime %*% AMatrix)) # %*% x_contribution) 

  resultant_matrix <- resultant_matrix %*% x_contribution 

   

  msi_part3 <- as.double(resultant_matrix[1,1]) * 0.5 

   

  #average of msi_part3 

  msi_part3 <- msi_part3 / (4*numberOfMatings*numberOfMatings) 

   

  #we are multiplying with weights because in the total equation we need weights factored in 

  msi_part1 <- msi_part1 * ebv_weight 

  msi_part2 <- msi_part2 * progeny_inbreeding_weight 

  msi_part3 <- msi_part3 * parental_coa_weight 

   

  msi_total <- msi_part1 + msi_part2 + msi_part3 

  return_list <- list("MSI" = msi_total, "EBV" = msi_part1, "ProgenyInbreeding" = msi_part2, 

"ParentalCOA" = msi_part3) 

   

  return(return_list) 

} 

 

########################################################################### 

### Function to check if 2 candidates have already mated                ### 

########################################################################### 

 

check_mated <- function (mating_output, x_name, y_name) 

{ 

  return_value <- 0 

  if (nrow(mating_output) > 0) 

  { 

    for (i in 1:nrow(mating_output)) 

    { 

      if (is.na(mating_output[i,2]) && is.na(mating_output[i,3])) 

        next 

      else if (mating_output[i,3] == y_name && mating_output[i,2] == x_name) 

        return(1) 
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      else if (mating_output[i,3] == x_name && mating_output[i,2] == y_name) 

        return(1) 

    } 

  } 

  return(return_value) 

} 

 

########################################################################### 

### Function to print outputs of Part 2 of the code                     ### 

########################################################################### 

 

print_output_part2 <- function (output_filename, parents_list, duration) 

{ 

  selection_list <- read.csv(output_filename, check.names = FALSE) 

  reference_list <- parents_list 

   

  selection_list$Parent1[which(selection_list$Parent1==0)] <- NA 

  selection_list$Parent2[which(selection_list$Parent2==0)] <- NA 

  reference_list$Parent1[which(reference_list$Parent1==0)] <- NA    

  reference_list$Parent2[which(reference_list$Parent2==0)] <- NA      

  numberIndividualsOriginal <- nrow(selection_list) 

 

  while (1) 

  { 

    #count number of individuals in the file before, and compare with after at the end 

    numberIndividualsBefore <- nrow(selection_list) 

    #adding missing founders/parents not in the selection col1 to the sorted input file col1 

    #ensure no duplication in adding the founders/parents to col1  

    selection_list_complete <- unique(add.Inds(selection_list)[ , 1:3]) 

    reference_list_complete <- unique(add.Inds(reference_list)[ , 1:3]) 

     

    #Individuals checked with entire database/reference file to ensure missing information(in this 

case parents parents (grandparents)) included.  

    for(i in 1:nrow(selection_list_complete)) 

    { 

      if( (is.na(selection_list_complete[i,2])) & (is.na(selection_list_complete[i,3]))) { 

        j <- which(reference_list[,1] == selection_list_complete[i,1]) 

        if (is.integer(j) && length(j) > 0) { 

          selection_list_complete[i,2] = as.character(reference_list[j,2]) 

          selection_list_complete[i,3] = as.character(reference_list[j,3]) 

        } 

      } 

    } 

    #after adding founders/parents and filling in their parents(grandparents) sorted again 

    #deciding the order and sorting sccording to the order 

    selection_list_complete <- selection_list_complete[order(orderPed(selection_list_complete)),] 
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    reference_list_complete <- 

reference_list_complete[order(orderPed(reference_list_complete)),] 

    if (numberIndividualsBefore == nrow(selection_list_complete)) { 

      break 

    } 

    selection_list <- selection_list_complete 

    reference_list <- reference_list_complete 

  }   

  #end of loop 

   

  #computing the numerator A matrix using AGHmatrix package applying Henderson 

  selection_list_complete[is.na(selection_list_complete)] <-0      #NA for unknown parents 

changed back to 0 

   

  #get numerator A matrix 

  selection_list_A <- Amatrix(data = selection_list_complete, ploidy = 2) 

   

  #computing the population inbreeding coefficient and the group coancestry. 

  str50 <- calculate_coefficients(selection_list_A, "") 

   

  #avg_index <- round(mean(output_data$Index),digits=2) 

  #avg_inbreeding <- signif(mean(output_data$Inbreeding_Coefficient),4) 

  #avg_coa <- signif(mean(output_data$Coancestry_Coefficient),4) 

   

  crosses <- length(selection_list$Index) 

   

  str11 <- paste("Mating List statistics") 

  str11strong <- strong(str11) 

  str1 <- paste("Number of Crosses = ", crosses, sep="") 

  str16 <- paste("Number of Iterations = ", glo_iterations, sep="") 

  str12 <- paste("Index Weight = ", glo_ebvweight, sep="") 

  str13 <- paste("Inbreeding Weight = ", glo_progenyinbreedingweight, sep="") 

  str14 <- paste("Coancestry Weight = ", glo_parentalcoaweight, sep="") 

  str15 <- paste("Coancestry Constraint = ", glo_amatrixcutoff, sep="") 

  

  #str2 <- paste("Average Progeny Index = ",avg_index, sep="") 

  #str3 <- paste("Average Progeny Inbreeding = ",avg_inbreeding, sep="") 

  #str4 <- paste("Average Progeny Coancestry = ",avg_coa, sep="") 

   

  strtitle <- paste("Outputs saved in the folder") 

  strtitlestrong <- strong(strtitle) 

  str0 <- paste("Mating List is saved as ", output_filename, sep="") 

  str00 <- paste("Log File is saved as ", output_logfile2, sep="") 

  estr <- paste("") 

  nstr <- paste("\n") 
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  if (duration < 60) 

      str5 <- paste("Runtime ", signif(duration,2), " secs", sep="") 

  else 

  { 

    duration <- duration/60 

    duration2 <- duration%%60 

    duration <- duration + duration2/100 

    str5 <- paste("Runtime ", signif(duration,2), " mins", sep="") 

     

  } 

   

  str5strong <- strong(str5) 

   

  logfile_text <- paste(nstr, str11, nstr, str1, nstr, str16, nstr, str12, nstr, str13, nstr, str14, nstr, str15, 

nstr, str50, nstr, strtitle, nstr, str0, nstr, str5, nstr) 

   

  logfile <- file(output_logfile2) 

  write(as.character(logfile_text), logfile, append=TRUE) 

   

  close(logfile) 

   

  HTML(paste(estr, str11strong, estr, str1, str16, estr, str12, str13, str14, str15, estr, str50, estr, 

strtitlestrong, estr, str0, str00, estr, str5strong, estr, sep='<br/>')) 

} 

 

########################################################################### 

### UI definition for the ShinyApp                                      ### 

########################################################################### 

 

#shinyApp UI in Dashboard style 

ui <- dashboardPage( 

  dashboardHeader(title = "AgMate"), 

  dashboardSidebar( 

    sidebarMenu( 

      menuItem("Part 1 - Generating A Matrix", tabName = "part1", icon = icon("dashboard")), 

      menuItem("Part 2 - Mating Algorithm", tabName = "part2", icon = icon("th")), 

      menuItem("Part 3 - Visualizing Results", tabName = "part3", icon = icon("bar-chart-o")) 

    ) 

  ), 

  dashboardBody( 

    tags$style( 

      HTML(".shiny-notification { 

              height: 100px; 

              width: 400px; 

              position:fixed; 

              top: calc(50% - 50px);; 
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              right: calc(50% - 400px);; 

            } 

           " 

      ) 

    ), 

    tabItems( 

      # First tab content 

      tabItem(tabName = "part1", 

        fluidRow( 

          box ( 

            h3("Part 1"), 

            hr(), 

            h4("Select Candidate File"), 

            h5("Description: A CSV file with list of candidates to be selected and mated."), 

            actionButton("part1_sample1", "Sample"), 

            fileInput("file1", "Choose CSV File",multiple = FALSE, 

                    accept = c("text/csv","text/comma-separated-values,text/plain",".csv")), 

            h4("Select Reference File (Optional to upload)"), 

            h5("Description: A CSV file with all the individuals needed to complete the pedigree."), 

            actionButton("part1_sample2", "Sample"), 

            fileInput("file2", "Choose CSV File",multiple = FALSE, 

                    accept = c("text/csv","text/comma-separated-values,text/plain",".csv")), 

            hr(), 

            actionButton("part1_button", "Run"), 

            width = 6 

          ), 

          box ( 

            h3("Output from Part 1"), 

            htmlOutput("contents1"), 

            width = 6 

          ) 

        ), 

         

        fluidRow( 

          box( 

            actionButton("close1", "Exit", align="right",onclick = 

"setTimeout(function(){window.close();},500);"), 

            width = 6 

          ), 

          box ( 

            downloadButton("downloadData_part1_1", "Download Stats"), 

            downloadButton("downloadData_part1_2", "Download Pedigree File"), 

            downloadButton("downloadData_part1_3", "Download A Matrix File"), 

            width = 6 

          ) 

        ), 
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        fluidRow( 

          box( 

            title = "AgMate : An Optimal Mating Software by Khushi Goda", 

            width = 12  

          ) 

        ) 

      ), 

       

     # Second tab content 

      tabItem(tabName = "part2", 

        fluidRow( 

          box ( 

            box ( 

              h3("Define parameters"), 

              hr(), 

              numericInput("numberbabies",  

                           h4("Number of Crosses"),  

                           value = 50), 

               

              numericInput("amatrixcutoff", 

                           h4("Coancestry Constraint"), 

                           value = 0.124, 

                           min=0, 

                           max=2, 

                           step=0.001), 

               

              sliderInput("iterations", 

                          h4("Number of Iterations"), 

                          min = 0, max = 100, value = 10), 

            ), 

             

            box ( 

              h3("Weights for optimization"), 

              hr(), 

               

              numericInput("ebvweight",  

                         h4("Index Weight"),  

                         value = 1, 

                         min=-20, 

                         max=20, 

                         step=0.1), 

             

              numericInput("progenyinbreedingweight",  

                         h4("Inbreeding Weight"),  

                         value = -1, 

                         min=-20, 
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                         max=20, 

                         step=0.1), 

             

              numericInput("parentalcoaweight",  

                         h4("Coancestry Weight"),  

                         value = -10, 

                         min=-20, 

                         max=20, 

                         step=0.1), 

               

            ), 

            width = 6 

          ), 

           

          box ( 

            h3("Part 2"), 

            hr(), 

            h4("Select Candidate File"), 

            h5("Description: A CSV File with the list of candidates to mate and their maximum use."), 

            actionButton("part2_sample1", "Sample"), 

            fileInput("file3", "Choose CSV File",multiple = FALSE, 

                      accept = c("text/csv","text/comma-separated-values,text/plain",".csv")), 

            h4("Select Numerator Relationship Matrix"), 

            h5("Description: Numerator Relationship Matrix (A Matrix) file for the whole pedigree 

from Part 1."), 

            fileInput("file4", "Choose CSV File",multiple = FALSE, 

                      accept = c("text/csv","text/comma-separated-values,text/plain",".csv")), 

            hr(), 

            actionButton("part2_button", "Run"), 

            width = 3 

          ), 

           

          box ( 

            h3("Output from Part 2"), 

            htmlOutput("contents2"), 

            width = 3 

          ) 

        ), 

             

        fluidRow( 

          box( 

            actionButton("close2", "Exit", align="right",onclick = 

"setTimeout(function(){window.close();},500);"), 

            width = 6 

          ), 

          box ( 
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            downloadButton("downloadData_part2_1", "Download Stats"), 

            downloadButton("downloadData_part2_2", "Download Mating List"), 

            width = 6 

          ) 

        ), 

        fluidRow( 

          box( 

            title = "AgMate : An Optimal Mating Software by Khushi Goda", 

            width = 12  

          ) 

        ) 

      ), 

      

     # Third tab content 

     tabItem(tabName = "part3", 

             fluidRow( 

               box ( 

                 h3("Part 3"), 

                 hr(), 

                 h4("Select Candidate File"), 

                 #h5("Description: A CSV file with list of candidates to be selected and mated."), 

                 fileInput("file5", "Choose CSV File",multiple = FALSE, 

                           accept = c("text/csv","text/comma-separated-values,text/plain",".csv")), 

                 h4("Select Mating List"), 

                 #h5("Description: A CSV file with all the individuals needed to complete the 

pedigree."), 

                 fileInput("file6", "Choose CSV File",multiple = FALSE, 

                           accept = c("text/csv","text/comma-separated-values,text/plain",".csv")), 

                 hr(), 

                 actionButton("part3_button", "Plot"), 

                 width = 4 

               ), 

               box ( 

                 h3("Distribution of Index"), 

                 plotOutput("contents3_1"), 

                 hr(), 

                 downloadButton("download_graph1", "Download Graph"), 

                 width = 4 

               ), 

               box ( 

                 h3("Mean Coancestry and Inbreeding"), 

                 plotOutput("contents3_2"), 

                 hr(), 

                 downloadButton("download_graph2", "Download Graph"), 

                 width = 4 

               ) 
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             ), 

              

             fluidRow( 

               box( 

                 actionButton("close3", "Exit", align="right",onclick = 

"setTimeout(function(){window.close();},500);"), 

                 width = 12 

               ) 

             ), 

             fluidRow( 

               box( 

                 title = "AgMate : An Optimal Mating Software by Khushi Goda", 

                 width = 12  

               ) 

             ) 

     ) 

    ) 

  ) 

) 

 

########################################################################### 

### Server definition for the ShinyApp                                  ### 

########################################################################### 

 

server <- function(input, output) { 

   

  iv <- InputValidator$new() 

  iv$add_rule("ebvweight", sv_between(-20,20)) 

  iv$add_rule("parentalcoaweight", sv_between(-20,20)) 

  iv$add_rule("progenyinbreedingweight", sv_between(-20,20)) 

  iv$add_rule("amatrixcutoff", sv_between(0,2)) 

  iv$add_rule("iterations", sv_between(1,100)) 

  iv$enable() 

   

  observe({ 

    if (input$close1 > 0) stopApp()    # stop shiny 

  }) 

   

  observe({ 

    if (input$close2 > 0) stopApp()    # stop shiny 

  }) 

   

  observe({ 

    if (input$close3 > 0) stopApp()    # stop shiny 

  }) 
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  observeEvent(input$part1_sample1, { 

    showModal(modalDialog( 

      tags$img(src='sample1part1.png'), 

      size = c("l"), 

      easyClose = TRUE 

    )) 

  }) 

   

  observeEvent(input$part1_sample2, { 

    showModal(modalDialog( 

      tags$img(src='sample2part1.png'), 

      size = c("l"), 

      easyClose = TRUE 

    )) 

  }) 

   

  observeEvent(input$part2_sample1, { 

    showModal(modalDialog( 

      tags$img(src='sample1part2.png'), 

      size = c("l"), 

      easyClose = TRUE 

    )) 

  }) 

   

  part1_reactive <- eventReactive(input$part1_button,{ 

    if (is.null(input$file1$datapath)) { 

      return(HTML("Candidate File is Required. Please Re-run the App.")) 

    } 

    else if (is.null(input$file2$datapath)) { 

      selection_list <- read.csv(input$file1$datapath, check.names = FALSE) 

      reference_list <- selection_list 

      x <- 1 

      checkFilesReturnMessage <- checkFiles_part1(selection_list, reference_list,x)     

    } 

    else { 

      selection_list <- read.csv(input$file1$datapath, check.names = FALSE)     

      reference_list <- read.csv(input$file2$datapath, check.names = FALSE)    

      x <- 2 

      checkFilesReturnMessage <- checkFiles_part1(selection_list, reference_list,x)     

    } 

     

    if (!(checkFilesReturnMessage == "1")) { 

      return(HTML(checkFilesReturnMessage)) 

    } 

     

    # Create a Progress object 
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    progress <- shiny::Progress$new() 

    # Make sure it closes when we exit this reactive, even if there's an error 

    on.exit(progress$close()) 

     

    progress$set(message = "Running Part 1", value = 0) 

    generate_AMatrix(selection_list,reference_list,progress, output) 

   

  }) 

   

  output$contents1 <- renderUI({ 

    if (input$part1_button) 

      part1_reactive() 

  }) 

   

  output$downloadData_part1_1 <- downloadHandler( 

    filename = function() {  

      paste(output_logfile1, sep="") 

    }, 

    content = function(file) { 

      file.copy(output_logfile1,file) 

    } 

  ) 

   

  output$downloadData_part1_2 <- downloadHandler( 

    filename = function() {  

      paste(sorted_output_filename, sep="") 

    }, 

    content = function(file) { 

      file.copy(sorted_output_filename,file) 

    } 

  ) 

   

  output$downloadData_part1_3 <- downloadHandler( 

    filename = function() {  

      paste(sorted_output_filename2, sep="") 

    }, 

    content = function(file) { 

      file.copy(sorted_output_filename2,file) 

    } 

  ) 

   

  part2_reactive <- eventReactive(input$part2_button,{ 

     

    if (is.null(input$file3$datapath)) { 

      return(HTML("Candidate File is Required. Please Re-run the App.")) 

    } 
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    else if (is.null(input$file4$datapath)) { 

      return(HTML("AMatrix File is Required. Please Re-run the App.")) 

    } 

    else { 

      parents_list <- read.csv(input$file3$datapath, check.names = FALSE) 

      AMatrix_file <- read.csv(input$file4$datapath, check.names = FALSE)     

    } 

     

    validate_files_message <- checkFiles_part2(parents_list) 

    if (validate_files_message != "1") 

      return(validate_files_message) 

     

    #global variables 

    glo_parents_list <<- read.csv(input$file3$datapath, check.names = FALSE) 

    glo_AMatrix <<- read.csv(input$file4$datapath, check.names = FALSE)     

    glo_ebvweight <<- input$ebvweight 

    glo_progenyinbreedingweight <<- input$progenyinbreedingweight 

    glo_parentalcoaweight <<- input$parentalcoaweight 

    glo_numberbabies <<- input$numberbabies 

    glo_amatrixcutoff <<- input$amatrixcutoff 

    glo_iterations <<- input$iterations 

     

    start_time <- Sys.time() 

    run_omm_code() 

     

    #optimize_EBV(output_filename, output_filename_optimized) 

    #generate_input_file_next_round(input$file3$datapath, output_filename_optimized) 

     

    end_time <- Sys.time() 

    duration <- difftime(end_time, start_time, units=c("secs")) 

    print_output_part2(output_filename, glo_parents_list, as.numeric(duration)) 

     

  }) 

   

  output$contents2 <- renderUI({ 

    if (input$part2_button) 

      part2_reactive() 

  }) 

   

  output$downloadData_part2_1 <- downloadHandler( 

    filename = function() {  

      paste(output_logfile2, sep="") 

    }, 

    content = function(file) { 

      file.copy(output_logfile2,file) 

    } 
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  ) 

   

  output$downloadData_part2_2 <- downloadHandler( 

    filename = function() {  

      paste(output_filename, sep="") 

    }, 

    content = function(file) { 

      file.copy(output_filename,file) 

    } 

  ) 

   

  ########################################################################### 

  ### Code for generating Index Chart                                     ### 

  ########################################################################### 

   

  part3_reactive_1 <- eventReactive(input$part3_button,{ 

       

    if (is.null(input$file5$datapath)) { 

      return(HTML("Candidate File is Required. Please Re-run the App.")) 

    } 

    else if (is.null(input$file6$datapath)) { 

      return(HTML("Mating List is Required. Please Re-run the App."))   

    } 

    else { 

      selection_list <- read.csv(input$file5$datapath, check.names = FALSE)     

      mating_list <- read.csv(input$file6$datapath, check.names = FALSE)    

    } 

     

    # read candidate list data 

    can <- selection_list 

    # create a column called List 

    can$List <- "Candidate list" 

     

    # read mating list data 

    mat <- mating_list 

    # create a column called List 

    mat$List <- "Mating list" 

     

    # data for index 

    dat.index <- rbind(can[,-5], mat[,-c(5:6)]) 

     

    # get summary stats 

    sum.index <- dat.index %>% group_by(List) %>% summarise( 

      Mean = mean(Index) 

    )  
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    # grouped density plot 

    glo_plot1 <<- ggplot(dat.index, aes(x=Index, color=List, fill=List)) + theme_classic()+ 

      geom_density(aes(y=..count..), alpha=.3)+ 

      geom_vline(data=sum.index, aes(xintercept=Mean,linetype=List, color=List),size=.8)+ 

      scale_color_manual(values = c("blue4","red4"))+ 

      scale_fill_manual(values = c("white","lightyellow"))+ 

      scale_y_continuous(expand = c(0,0))+ 

      labs(x="Index value",y="Count of trees")+ 

      theme(legend.position = "top", 

            legend.title = element_blank(), 

            axis.title = element_text(size=16, color="black"), 

            axis.text = element_text(size=12, colour = 'black'), 

            panel.grid = element_blank(), 

            axis.title.x = element_text(vjust = -1)) 

     

    ggsave(graph1_filename, glo_plot1) 

     

    glo_plot1 

       

  }) 

   

  output$contents3_1 <- renderPlot({ 

    if (input$part3_button) 

      part3_reactive_1() 

  }) 

     

  ########################################################################### 

  ### Code for generating Inbreeding and Coancestry Chart                 ### 

  ########################################################################### 

     

  part3_reactive_2 <- eventReactive(input$part3_button,{ 

       

     if (is.null(input$file5$datapath)) { 

       return(HTML("Candidate File is Required. Please Re-run the App.")) 

     } 

     else if (is.null(input$file6$datapath)) { 

       return(HTML("Mating List is Required. Please Re-run the App."))   

     } 

     else { 

       selection_list <- read.csv(input$file5$datapath, check.names = FALSE)     

       mating_list <- read.csv(input$file6$datapath, check.names = FALSE)    

     } 

      

     #candidate file stats 

     selection_list <- selection_list 

     reference_list <- selection_list 
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     selection_list$Parent1[which(selection_list$Parent1==0)] <- NA 

     selection_list$Parent2[which(selection_list$Parent2==0)] <- NA 

     reference_list$Parent1[which(reference_list$Parent1==0)] <- NA    

     reference_list$Parent2[which(reference_list$Parent2==0)] <- NA      

     numberIndividualsOriginal <- nrow(selection_list) 

     

     while (1) 

     { 

       #count number of individuals in the file before, and compare with after at the end 

       numberIndividualsBefore <- nrow(selection_list) 

       #adding missing founders/parents not in the selection col1 to the sorted input file col1 

       #ensure no duplication in adding the founders/parents to col1  

       selection_list_complete <- unique(add.Inds(selection_list)[ , 1:3]) 

       reference_list_complete <- unique(add.Inds(reference_list)[ , 1:3]) 

        

       #Individuals checked with entire database/reference file to ensure missing information(in this 

case parents parents (grandparents)) included.  

       for(i in 1:nrow(selection_list_complete)) 

       { 

         if( (is.na(selection_list_complete[i,2])) & (is.na(selection_list_complete[i,3]))) { 

           j <- which(reference_list[,1] == selection_list_complete[i,1]) 

           if (is.integer(j) && length(j) > 0) { 

             selection_list_complete[i,2] = as.character(reference_list[j,2]) 

             selection_list_complete[i,3] = as.character(reference_list[j,3]) 

           } 

         } 

       } 

       #after adding founders/parents and filling in their parents(grandparents) sorted again 

       #deciding the order and sorting sccording to the order 

       selection_list_complete <- 

selection_list_complete[order(orderPed(selection_list_complete)),] 

       reference_list_complete <- 

reference_list_complete[order(orderPed(reference_list_complete)),] 

       if (numberIndividualsBefore == nrow(selection_list_complete)) { 

         break 

       } 

       selection_list <- selection_list_complete 

       reference_list <- reference_list_complete 

     }   

     #end of loop 

      

     #computing the numerator A matrix using AGHmatrix package applying Henderson 

     selection_list_complete[is.na(selection_list_complete)] <-0      #NA for unknown parents 

changed back to 0 
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     #reference_list_complete[is.na(reference_list_complete)] <-0      #NA for unknown parents 

changed back to 0 

      

     #get numerator A matrix 

     selection_list_A <- Amatrix(data = selection_list_complete, ploidy = 2) 

     #reference_list_A <- Amatrix(data = reference_list_complete, ploidy = 2)  

      

     #computing the population inbreeding coefficient and the group coancestry. 

     calculate_coefficients(selection_list_A, "Selection File") 

      

     #mating file stats 

     selection_list <- mating_list 

     reference_list <- selection_list 

      

     selection_list$Parent1[which(selection_list$Parent1==0)] <- NA 

     selection_list$Parent2[which(selection_list$Parent2==0)] <- NA 

     reference_list$Parent1[which(reference_list$Parent1==0)] <- NA    

     reference_list$Parent2[which(reference_list$Parent2==0)] <- NA      

     numberIndividualsOriginal <- nrow(selection_list) 

      

     while (1) 

     { 

       #count number of individuals in the file before, and compare with after at the end 

       numberIndividualsBefore <- nrow(selection_list) 

       #adding missing founders/parents not in the selection col1 to the sorted input file col1 

       #ensure no duplication in adding the founders/parents to col1  

       selection_list_complete <- unique(add.Inds(selection_list)[ , 1:3]) 

       reference_list_complete <- unique(add.Inds(reference_list)[ , 1:3]) 

        

       #Individuals checked with entire database/reference file to ensure missing information(in this 

case parents parents (grandparents)) included.  

       for(i in 1:nrow(selection_list_complete)) 

       { 

         if( (is.na(selection_list_complete[i,2])) & (is.na(selection_list_complete[i,3]))) { 

           j <- which(reference_list[,1] == selection_list_complete[i,1]) 

           if (is.integer(j) && length(j) > 0) { 

             selection_list_complete[i,2] = as.character(reference_list[j,2]) 

             selection_list_complete[i,3] = as.character(reference_list[j,3]) 

           } 

         } 

       } 

       #after adding founders/parents and filling in their parents(grandparents) sorted again 

       #deciding the order and sorting sccording to the order 

       selection_list_complete <- 

selection_list_complete[order(orderPed(selection_list_complete)),] 
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       reference_list_complete <- 

reference_list_complete[order(orderPed(reference_list_complete)),] 

       if (numberIndividualsBefore == nrow(selection_list_complete)) { 

         break 

       } 

       selection_list <- selection_list_complete 

       reference_list <- reference_list_complete 

     }   

     #end of loop 

      

     #computing the numerator A matrix using AGHmatrix package applying Henderson 

     selection_list_complete[is.na(selection_list_complete)] <-0      #NA for unknown parents 

changed back to 0 

     #reference_list_complete[is.na(reference_list_complete)] <-0      #NA for unknown parents 

changed back to 0 

      

     #get numerator A matrix 

     selection_list_A <- Amatrix(data = selection_list_complete, ploidy = 2) 

     #reference_list_A <- Amatrix(data = reference_list_complete, ploidy = 2)  

      

     #computing the population inbreeding coefficient and the group coancestry. 

     calculate_coefficients(selection_list_A, "Mating List File") 

      

     # dataframe for inbreeding and coancestry 

     inco <- data.frame(List = c("Candidate list","Mating list"), 

                        Parameter = c("Coancestry","Coancestry","Inbreeding","Inbreeding"), 

                        Coefficient = 

c(graph_stats_data[1,1],graph_stats_data[2,1],graph_stats_data[1,2],graph_stats_data[2,2])) 

      

     glo_plot2 <<- ggplot(inco, aes(x=Parameter, y=Coefficient))+ theme_classic()+ 

       geom_bar(aes(fill=List),position = 'dodge', stat = "identity", alpha=.6, 

                color='NA', size=.3, width=.7)+ 

       scale_fill_manual(values = c("orange2","dodgerblue"))+ 

       labs(x="",y="Coefficient")+ 

       scale_y_continuous(expand = c(0,0))+ 

       theme(legend.position = 'top', 

             legend.title = element_blank(), 

             legend.direction = "horizontal", 

             legend.background = element_rect(fill = 'NA', color='NA', size=.2), 

             panel.grid = element_blank(), 

             axis.text = element_text(size=11, color = "black"), 

             axis.title.x = element_blank(), 

             axis.title.y = element_text(size=14, colour = 'black', vjust=2.2)) 

      

     ggsave(graph2_filename, glo_plot2) 
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     glo_plot2 

       

  }) 

   

  output$contents3_2 <- renderPlot({ 

    if (input$part3_button) 

      part3_reactive_2() 

  }) 

   

  output$download_graph1 <- downloadHandler( 

    filename = function() {  

      paste(graph1_filename, sep="") 

    }, 

    content = function(file) { 

      file.copy(graph1_filename,file) 

    } 

  ) 

   

  output$download_graph2 <- downloadHandler( 

    filename = function() {  

      paste(graph2_filename, sep="") 

    }, 

    content = function(file) { 

      file.copy(graph2_filename,file) 

    } 

  ) 

   

} 

 

shinyApp(ui, server) 


